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Abstract Grid generation for reservoir simulation must
honor classical key constraints and be boundary aligned
such that control-volume boundaries are aligned with geo-
logical features such as layers, shale barriers, fractures,
faults, pinch-outs, and multilateral wells. An unstruc-
tured grid generation procedure is proposed that automates
control-volume and/or control point boundary alignment
and yields a PEBI-mesh both with respect to primal and dual
(essentially PEBI) cells. In order to honor geological fea-
tures in the primal configuration, we introduce the idea of
protection circles, and to generate a dual-cell feature based
grid, we construct halos around key geological features.
The grids generated are employed to study comparative per-
formance of cell-centred versus cell-vertex control-volume
distributed multi-point flux approximation (CVD-MPFA)
finite-volume formulations using equivalent degrees of free-
dom. The formulation of CVD-MPFA schemes in cell-
centred and cell-vertex modes is analogous and requires
switching control volume from primal to dual or vice versa
together with appropriate data structures and boundary con-
ditions. The relative benefits of both types of approxima-
tion, i.e., cell-centred versus vertex-centred, are made clear
in terms of flow resolution and degrees of freedom required.
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1 Introduction
Subsurface reservoirs are often comprised of complex geo-
metric and geologic objects and features. In addition to
robust numerical methods for solving the flow equations,
grid generation methods are required which can honor geo-
metric complexity and permit local grid cell density control.
Grid generation for large-scale porous media poses the chal-
lenge of complex geometries and random distribution of
spatial heterogeneities in the domain, e.g., [42, 69].
Standard reservoir simulators were originally based on
simple grid blocks, i.e., squares and cubes primarily using
structured grids [6]. Although it is relatively easy to imple-
ment simulation techniques on such simple grids, they
inherently lack the ability to adapt to general geological
features and complex geometries [31]. Unstructured grid
generation offers the desired flexibility by employing tri-
angles and tetrahedra as grid elements. Unstructured grids
allow grid cells to adapt to various flow and geometric con-
straints and also local refinement with smooth transition
[31, 58]. However, unstructured grids require special data
structures and are computationally more involved.
Despite unstructured grid generation methods having
been successfully employed in modelling complex giant
reservoirs, in field applications, there is still increased
inclination toward the use of structured grids. Fung et al.
[31] have reported that this might be the result of nov-
elty of these methods in the field compared with structured
grids for which well-established simulation tools exist, and
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consequently, more research work is required for simulation
on unstructured grids.
The grids generated must be compatible with the flux
approximation schemes employed. The two-point flux
approximation (TPFA) involving a two-point pressure dif-
ference to approximate the flux across the face of each
control-volume, is still regarded as the standard reservoir
simulation flux approximation [7]. However, TPFA has
consistency limitations which are discussed below. The
schemes employed here have been designed to overcome
the TPFA limitations and involve families of control-volume
distributed multi-point flux approximations (CVD-MPFA),
with flow variables and rock properties being control-
volume distributed and assigned to share the same control-
volume locations. Both cell-vertex and cell-centred CVD-
MPFA formulations [19–28] are compared in this work on
unstructured grids. Related cell-centred MPFA methods are
presented in [1–3, 44, 48, 80]. We note that alternative meth-
ods have been proposed to improve over standard TPFA
including [63] which involves a hybrid approximation and
[50] which imposes a maximum principle via a non-linear
formulation. The unstructured grids used in reservoir mod-
elling, commonly employ Delaunay-voronoi (PEBI) grids
for spatial discretization of domain. The grids generated are
comprised of simplices. The dual voronoi mesh is obtained
by joining circumcentres of primal grid simplices attached to
a common grid vertex. Consequently, a natural choice is for
primal grid cells to act as control-volumes, then grid genera-
tion can be performed with primal grid cell boundaries being
aligned with key interior constraint boundaries. This naturally
leads to cell-centred approximation, where flow variables
and rock properties are associated with grid cell centres.
The alternative is to employ cell-vertex approximation
which uses far fewer approximation points on a given
unstructured grid. In this case control-volumes are con-
structed around primal grid vertices. The grid generation
process is less straight forward since control-volumes must
be constrained to satisfy interior boundary alignment. A
novel grid generation procedure is proposed that auto-
mates control-volume boundary alignment and yields an
essentially voronoi mesh. The actual grid is then generated
such that dual-cell boundaries are aligned with key inter-
nal constraint boundaries and the cell-vertex approximation
becomes the natural choice. In this case, flow variables and
rock properties are associated with grid cell vertices and
their associated control-volumes resulting from the dual mesh.
In this work, development of boundary aligned unstruc-
tured grid generation technique is presented, which can
be employed to generate quality meshes for reservoir
geometries. The unstructured grid generation techniques
presented offer the advantage of being equally capable of
generating boundary aligned grids(BAGs) and well aligned
grids(WAGs) both with respect to primal and dual(voronoi)
cells. Grids thus generated are employed to simulate pres-
sure fields, and a comparative study of cell-centred versus
cell-vertex control volume distributed(CVD) flux approxi-
mation schemes is presented. We begin with a brief review
of methods for generating feature based unstructured grids
and Delaunay triangulations. In the next section, description
of the grid generation techniques together with generation
of BAGs and WAGs is presented. This is followed by a
brief description of the control-volume distributed multi-
point flux approximation (CVD-MPFA) schemes, including
the earlier piecewise-linear based formulations [19, 20, 23,
24], and more robust piecewise-bilinear based formulations
[22, 25, 27, 28]. A comparison between the cell-centred and
cell-vertex CVD-MPFA results and corresponding grids is
presented, followed by conclusions.
2 Methods for geological feature based grids
In order to minimize the effect of grid orientation and
discretization errors in simulation of hydrocarbon flows,
unstructured grids should conform as closely as possi-
ble to geological features such as faults, fractures, layers,
pinch-outs and wells. A suitable grid generation method for
reservoir simulation (e.g., [58]) should honor the following
geological features:
– Upscaling consistency: Geological layers are relatively
homogeneous in nature with respect to permeability
and porosity. However, across the layers, these physical
properties may jump by several orders of magnitudes.
Therefore, control-volumes should completely reside
in layers, and not contain interfaces between layers or
features.
– Faults: Faults are either barriers or drains and often mo-
delled with transmissibility multipliers [58]. Thus, in re-
servoir modelling, grids generated should be fault aligned.
– Fractures: Fractured reservoirs are characterized by the
presence of two distinct types of porous media: matrix
and fracture [5]. The matrix and fractured media have
very different fluid storage and conductivity character-
istics; consequently, fracture aligned grids are required,
to minimize discretization error.
– Pinch-outs recovery: In reservoir simulation, pinch-outs
are frequent, so any grid generation method must ensure
that control-volumes conform to the respective interior
geometric boundaries.
– Well trajectories: Wells act as either point or line
sources and often drive the flow field to be simu-
lated. In order to minimize discretization, error grids
are generated such that control points of control vol-
umes honour the resulting sequentially defined well
path trajectories.
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Unstructured grids used in reservoir modelling, com-
monly employ Delaunay-voronoi (PEBI) grids for spatial
discretization of domain [60]. Voronoi grids can be made
to conform to geological features by special treatment such
that their cells become aligned to these features. In con-
trast, flow-based grids concentrate local grid refinement in
high flow regions and apply to heterogeneous media, e.g.,
[11, 20, 79], vorticity based grids have a similar objective
[54]. Here, we focus on constructing feature based voronoi
meshes, some of the most commonly employed techniques
are outlined below.
Equidistant seeds In this method, the features to be recov-
ered, can be thought of as those aligned with the edges
of voronoi cells. Thus, to recover a feature, two equidis-
tant generating points(seeds) are introduced on either side
of the feature, in a direction normal to the feature surface.
Construction of voronoi cells corresponding to these seeds,
ensure that the desired local feature is retained as a bound-
ary edge of the voronoi cells [76]. This method works well
for simple features; however, for complex geometries and
pinch-outs, limitations are noted [58].
Geological features as Planar Straight Line Graph
(PSLG) The idea behind this method is to construct a
protection area, usually created by advancing from PSLG
thereby building up a layer of voronoi cells on each side of
PSLG [13]. Once such a protection layer is built, the remain-
ing domain is meshed by constrained (non-conformal)
Delaunay triangulation, and consequently the perpendicular
bisectional(PEBI) property is not preserved. In [9] a method
has been proposed which also relies on the construction of
protection region to honour geological features.
Optimized coordinates of voronoi seeds This method
is described in [58], according to which, grids involving
voronoi cells are first generated, which are then conformed
to geological features by recursive optimization of voronoi
seeds based on the concept of centroidal voronoi tessel-
lation(CVT) [17]. Since this method relies on an iterative
technique, it can only recover features with a close proximity.
Region-based optimum triangulation In [31], a method
has been proposed which allows cells to be optimally
placed, within the solution domain in the region of inter-
est only. This method employs a structured background
mesh, which is then converted into an unstructured mesh
in regions of interest such as wells, where polygons in two
and polyhedra in three dimensions are extracted. These near
well regions are resolved by employing local grid refine-
ment. This method allows the grid to retain the properties
of a structured grid, with unstructured grid dominant in
the region of interest only. A growing region technique
which also involves a region-based optimization has been
presented in [42].
Proposed grid generation methods In this work, we
present methods to generate both primal and dual-cell fea-
ture preserved Delaunay admissible triangulations [33, 55,
66, 72, 73, 78]. In order to construct primal-cell BAG, we
introduce the idea of protection circles build around key
geological features, this ensures integrity of features in the
final Delaunay triangulation. The idea of protection-circles
is unique and does not impair the PEBI property asso-
ciated with Delaunay meshes. For dual-cell feature-based
grids, it is a prerequisite to build a (protection) layer of
quadrilaterals, with a geological feature defining the median
line inside the quadrilateral layer, we call this additional
protection layer a halo. A halo protected primal mesh is
essentially Delaunay and honours geological features with
respect to dual-cells. For comparison, a list of some open-
source meshing tools are given in Appendix B together with
a brief discussion.
3 Delaunay triangulation and voronoi (PEBI)
meshes
Grids based on voronoi diagrams remain predominant in
reservoir simulation [9, 31, 58, 60, 61, 64, 76]. Voronoi-
based grids are locally orthogonal and permit two-point flux
approximation if the permeability field is isotropic, or if the
grid is generated to be K-orthogonal [64]. Voronoi grids are
also called Dirichlet or Thiessen tessellations. Mathemat-
ically, each voronoi region vi , associated with a site si is
defined by:
vi = {p| d(p, si) ≤ d(p, sj ),∀j = i} (1)
where d(p, si) is the Euclidean distance between a point
p belonging to vi and associated site si . The boundary
between two sites s1 and s2, also called a voronoi edge,
and is a line segment given by points(p) which satisfy
d(p, s1) = d(p, s2). Delaunay triangulations lead to the
construction of PEBI(PErpendicular BIsectional) grids, e.g.,
see Fig. 1c.
Duality of Delaunay triangulations and voronoi grids
Delaunay triangulation(DT) is the dual of the voronoi dia-
gram, given a DT or a voronoi grid, the dual can be
constructed e.g. [66, 72, 73, 78]. From the grid generation
view point, it is relatively easy to work with Delaunay trian-
gulation directly, and voronoi grids if required are obtained
as the circumcentre dual of the associated Delaunay trian-
gulation. The Delaunay triangulation is equivalently defined
by Boris Delaunay through the empty circle property [46].
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(a) Delaunay Triangulation(DT) satisfy
incircle criterion
(b) Voronoi Grid obtained as
circumcentre dual of underlying
Delaunay triangulation
(c) Geometrical interpretation of PEBI
property associated with DT.
Fig. 1 Delaunay triangulation(DT) constructed via empty circle property and associated voronoi grid obtained by joining circumcentre of
simplices having an edge adjacency, also illustrated is the PEBI property of DT
A triangulation is Delaunay if no simplex circumcircle con-
tains any site in its interior. Figure 1 shows a simple example
of Delaunay triangulation and associated voronoi grid, con-
structed by joining circumcentres of cells having an edge
adjacency.
3.1 Construction of Delaunay triangulation
There are several algorithms for construction of Delaunay
triangulation [29, 35, 47], among others the incremental
insertion [8, 36, 74, 77] is the most widely used technique.
It is a simple and flexible technique in that its extension to
higher space dimensions is relatively straight forward [75].
The incremental insertion algorithm, involves triangulating
each point one at a time, in an existing triangulation. In order
to start the triangulation three/four phantom points are cre-
ated thereby leading to the formation of convex bounding
box, which if not simplex, is first divided into simplices.
Then, in an existing background mesh, for every newly
introduced point incremental insertion requires: locating
the containing element/elements(base); wherein the point at
hand is triangulated by locally breaking the Delaunay chain;
followed by local reconstruction carried out to restore the
Delaunay property. This process is repeated until all points
are exhausted.
The two variants of incremental insertion algorithm,
namely Watson’s [77] and Green-Sibson [36], are the most
commonly employed algorithms for construction of Delau-
nay triangulation. The Green-Sibson algorithm is more
general in a sense that it can be used with any user
defined connection optimization criterion to construct a
data dependent triangulation [8]. In Appendix C, the pro-
cedure Incremental-Insertion outlines key steps involved in
the Green-Sibson algorithm employed to construct Delau-
nay triangulation, these steps are illustrated in Fig. 2. In the
Green-Sibson algorithm, the connection optimization phase
is carried out through local reconstruction thereby swapping
edges(2D)/faces(3D) subject to violation of a quality cri-
terion [41, 45]. If a Delaunay triangulation is desired then
connections are improved subject to Delaunay measure(α).
(a) Highlighted is the base of  candidate
point p, followed by direct subdivision
(b) Connection optimization subject to
incircle test, highlighted edge ab is
illegal must be swapped with edge pc
(c) Final DT obtained after recursively
swapping edges violating incircle test
Fig. 2 Pictorial representation of Green-Sibson’s algorithm employed to triangulate by point(p) placement
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(a) Non-Delaunay meshwith
d q,O
r 1.
(b) Delaunay triangulation with
d q,O
r 1.
Fig. 3 Delaunay versus non-Delaunay triangulation of four points in
2D, also illustrated is the Delaunay measure(α)
Delaunay measure A triangulation is Delaunay if no sim-
plex circumcircle contains any site in its interior. In order
to ensure that the circumcircle of every simplex is empty,
Delaunay triangulation relies on the Delaunay measure(α)
[32]. Figure 3a represents a triangle v1v2v3 with r being
the radius of the circle circumscribing v1v2v3, and there
exists a query point q. The Delaunay measure(α) is defined
as:
α = d(q,O)
rv1v2v3
(2)
where d(q,O) is the Euclidean distance between query
point(q) and circumcentre(O) of v1v2v3, and rv1v2v3
represents circumradius of v1v2v3. Note that α < 1
implies that query point(q) falls inside the circumcircle. A
triangulation comprised of n simplices and m vertices is
represented as:
T = ({t1, t2, t3, ...., tn}, {v1, v2, v3, ...., vm})
where t corresponds to triangle(2D)/tetrahedron(3D) and v
represents vertices. In D dimensions each ti is defined by a
unique and distinct set of D + 1 vertices called connectivity
of simplex ti . A triangulation T is regarded as a Delaunay
triangulation provided
αti > 1 ∀i = 1, n
where αti is the Delaunay measure for simplex ti comprised
of (va, vb, vc) vertices in 2D. For a Delaunay triangulation
αti > 1 holds true computed with any grid point(vp) other
than those constituting simplex(ti) under consideration, e.g.
Fig 3b.
3.2 Boundary integrity with conformal and
non-conformal Delaunay triangulation
Delaunay triangulation is the triangulation of a convex
hull of a predefined data set. In a Delaunay triangulation,
connections are improved such that none of the simplices
contains any site in its interior, but it cannot be guaranteed
that connections between the given point set are present in a
prescribed manner [78]. Thus, to ensure integrity of interior
boundaries and those of outer boundaries, it is mandatory to
couple the Delaunay triangulation algorithm with a bound-
ary/feature recovery technique. This limitation of DT is well
known and several methods have been proposed which can
be employed to retrieve missing boundary connections. In
what follows we briefly outline two commonly employed
methods including local refinement [78] also called the
stitching method and edge swapping [71] which are used
to constrain the mesh to honour a feature. These methods
are equally applicable to recover boundary and/or desired
field(interior) edges.
Consider the simple Delaunay triangulation shown in
Fig. 4, where a field edge ab has been honoured The local
refinement technique requires introduction of new points
midway between each missing connection, recursively, until
the desired edge is recovered. On the other hand, edge swap-
ping involves swapping edges intersected by segment ab
recursively until the feature is recovered. Figure 4b and c
(a) An input DT mesh with highlighted
dotted line representing feature ab is to be
honoured
(b) Feature recovery achieved via local
refinement, where final mesh is
conformal DT. Note 3 additional points
are introduced.
(c) Feature recovery via edge swapping
where final mesh is non-conformal
constrained DT.
Fig. 4 Honouring a feature via local refinement(conformal DT) and through edge swapping(non-conformal DT) technique
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are pictorial representations of field edge(ab) constrained
triangulations, achieved through local refinement and edge
swapping respectively. It can be noticed that the former
of these boundary recovery approaches results in the con-
formal Delaunay triangulation, i.e., PEBI-Grid, while the
later yields a non-conformal Delaunay triangulation. In the
meshing technique (described subsequently), we employ the
former, i.e., use local refinement to recover missing bound-
aries, and/or features in the empty mesh, which are then
preserved throughout the field mesh generation process.
3.3 Delaunay triangulation and field point placement
In order to start with any triangulation, a prerequisite is
to construct an empty mesh, comprised of a prescribed
set of points defining domain boundaries and/or geological
features. We use the Green-Sibson algorithm in conjunc-
tion with the incircle criterion for connection optimization,
which yields the Delaunay empty mesh of predefined set
of points, e.g., see Fig. 5a–b. Delaunay is a criterion to
connect a predefined set of points, which of course is opti-
mal in many aspects [45, 70]. The empty mesh constructed
from prescribed boundary discretization comprises of low-
quality elements, e.g., Fig. 5b. In order to generate a quality
well-resolved grid, the empty mesh is locally refined by
introducing new field points. Several options exist relating
to introducing field (interior) points in an empty mesh, so
as to design an automatic Delaunay triangulation algorithm.
In general point placement strategies involve introducing
field points at either the centroid [38], circumcentre [67],
or by edge subdivision [33] of the elements in the back-
ground mesh. This process of point placement is used
repetitively, until the desired edge length or some other
criterion measuring element size is satisfied.
In Delaunay triangulation whenever point placement
strategies are discussed, one must include another class of
unstructured mesh generation techniques called the advanc-
ing front method [52], which provides an optimal point
placement strategy. The advancing front method starts with
a valid boundary discretization comprised of edges(2D)
regarded as initial fronts. The advancing front method oper-
ates on each front one at a time locate an existing point or
introduces a new field point in a direction normal to the front
so as to construct a quality simplicial mesh [52, 59]. The
advancing front method constructs a mesh by generating
each element one at a time, where in order to validate each
newly created element a check for intersection with exist-
ing elements is required. Due to these reasons the advancing
front method is not only inefficient but also suffers from
robustness issues [56, 57]. It is well established that DT
has a sound mathematical basis, while its counter part, the
advancing front method provides optimal point placement.
The idea to combine these two methods into one technique
(a) Boundary discretization of
unit square domain (h=0.1 units)
(b) Empty mesh, generated by
employing Green-Sibson
algorithm
(c) Centroid point placement
mesh
(d) Circumcentred point
placement mesh
(e) Edge subdivision point
placement mesh
(f) Advancing front point
placement mesh
Fig. 5 Uniform isotropic triangulation of a unit square domain, by
using different field point placement strategies. Grids shown are not
subject to any mesh cosmetic
was introduced in the nineties [39, 56, 57, 59]. In such
a hybrid method, field points are introduced in a manner
similar to the advancing front method, while their connec-
tions are improved by enforcing the Delaunay criterion. The
advancing front method used in conjunction with Delaunay
criterion both provides optimal point placement, and makes
it relatively easy to obtain boundary aligned grids, where
integrity of boundaries is a further advantage.
Uniform isotropic mesh of a unit square domain with
different field point placements A test case involving an
empty mesh formed over a unit square domain is selected to
illustrate different field point creation strategies, e.g., see
Fig. 5b. In order to start with field mesh generation in the
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empty mesh a metric [32] is assigned to each point, and
boundary point spacing is used for each point to construct
its associated metric. For the case under consideration, met-
ric specification turns out to be isotropic and uniform, this
is because all boundary points are equally spaced(h = 0.10
units). The domain is meshed either by introducing candi-
date(field) points at the centroid, or circumcentre, or through
edge subdivisions of the elements of the background(empty)
mesh, or via the advancing front point placement technique.
The grids generated are shown in Fig. 5c–f, respectively. For
comparison purposes in all cases, field points are introduced
iteratively until a unit metric length mesh [34] is gener-
ated. The candidate points introduced during each level are
filtered to remove conflict with existing and/or previously
accepted points. We use the same filter in all of the cases,
and accepted points are connected by using Green-Sibson
algorithm subject to the incircle quality criterion test. Note
that no mesh cosmetics are applied to the final triangula-
tions. From Fig. 5e, it is observed that, with the exception
of regions where fronts collide with each other, the advanc-
ing front point creation technique provides optimal point
placement and thus yields a quality mesh compared to other
counterpart field point creation methods. Furthermore, in
the advancing front point placement method, fronts can
be initiated from interior boundaries and is therefore well
suited for meshing reservoir geometries. In the following,
we use advancing front point placement in conjunction with
incircle criterion to generate Delaunay triangulation.
4 Geological feature-based grid generation
In general, reservoir geometries are comprised of various
features such as faults, fractures, pinch-outs and layered
media, with a wide range of variations in porosity and
permeability across different layers e.g. [69], in addition
reservoirs can have a complex spatial distribution of wells
in place. In order to minimize discretization error, it is
common practice to generate meshes which are aligned
with such features, thereby leading to feature based trian-
gulations. The grids generated, provide a means of spatial
discretization required by flux approximation schemes. The
flux approximation schemes used in reservoir simulation are
control volume distributed, where a piecewise constant rep-
resentation of flow variables and rock properties is assigned
to control volumes, so that field variables are located at their
centres, and/or circumcentres also called control points [64].
Classification of geological feature-based grids For the
purpose of grid generation, the geological features can
be classified into two groups; the first of which deals
with domains involving layers, fractures and/or faults, and
the second treats well distribution (Fig. 6). In the for-
mer, control-volume aligned grids also known as boundary
aligned grids(BAGs) are used, while in the latter, control-
point aligned grids will be used, which we will call well
aligned grids(WAGs). Furthermore, the geological features
can be honored either with respect to elements constituting
a simplicial(primal) mesh, or with respect to dual(voronoi)
cells constructed from an underlying simplicial mesh. The
grids generated are termed primal-cell and dual-cell feature
aligned grids respectively. Figure 6 displays the classifica-
tion of feature based grids. Referring to Fig. 6 it is observed
that the dual of a primal-cell BAG corresponds to dual-
cell WAG, and primal-cell WAG becomes dual-cell BAG
viewed in dual configuration. In the following we describe
methods for generating boundary and well aligned grids
Geological Feature Based Grids
Boundary Aligned Grids(BAG)/
Control-volume aligned grids
Primal-Cell BAG Dual-Cell BAG
Well Aligned Grids(WAG)/
Control-point aligned grids
Primal-Cell WAG Dual-Cell WAG
Fig. 6 Classification of geological feature-based grids. In BAG control volume faces are aligned with the geological features, whereas in WAG
control volumes are generated such that their control points when joined sequentially respect well trajectories
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with respect to primal-cells, a dual constructed from an
underlying primal-cell feature based grid is used to honour
features in the corresponding dual configuration. To honor
geological features in primal and dual frameworks, we intro-
duce the ideas of protection circles and quadrilateral halo
construction, respectively.
Emptymesh generation and ensuring integrity of bound-
aries and/or embedded features Regardless of the type of
feature aligned Delaunay grid, i.e., BAG or WAG, a pre-
requisite is to generate a feature preserved Delaunay empty
mesh. Curves characterizing domain boundaries and geo-
logical features are embedded in discrete form, e.g., see
Fig. 7a. The Delaunay triangulation of a point set defining
domain boundaries and features leads to an empty mesh,
where integrity of features may not be preserved. Figure 7b
displays the Delaunay empty mesh of a test case, where
a desired connection constituting features to be honoured
between highlighted points is missing. In an empty mesh,
the integrity of embedded curves is ensured by employing
the local refinement method(described above), this yields a
feature preserved Delaunay empty mesh, e.g., see Fig. 7c.
4.1 Primal-cell BAG (dual-Cell WAG) generation
Boundary-aligned grids (BAGs) are those grids in which
control volumes are generated such that their boundaries
honour geological features, control-volume faces crossing
the features are not allowed. In order to honor features
with respect to primal-cell control volumes faces, i.e., trian-
gles and/or quadrilaterals cells, a prerequisite is to generate
a feature preserved Delaunay empty mesh (Fig. 7). The
feature-aligned Delaunay empty mesh comprises of low
quality elements. In order to generate a well-resolved mesh
comprised of quality simplices, the empty mesh is refined
by introducing new(field) points. The Delaunay triangula-
tion of new field points encroaching simplices honouring
geological features can lead to reconfiguration of these
connections, destroying boundary integrity. In order to avoid
swapping and to preserve integrity of features honoured in
the empty mesh, we introduce the idea of protection circles
that pass through the simplices constituting geological fea-
tures. In the field mesh generation integrity of features is
maintained provided new points encroaching the protection
circles are not accepted.
4.1.1 Protecting interior boundaries in the empty mesh
by protection circles
In order to generate primal-cell boundary aligned Delau-
nay grids, starting from a feature honoured empty mesh,
field mesh generation is carried out such that edges defin-
ing geological features are not reconfigured. To this end, we
protect edges constituting features by passing empty-circles
through the respective edge vertices. The empty-circles are
called protection circles, and they are either diametric cir-
cles of the feature edges, or as explained below, they are
simplex circles, where a feature edge forms one side of the
simplex.
Delaunay admissible simplexes and idea of protection-
circle In two dimensions, a simplicial mesh is comprised
of points (0-D simplexes), edges (1-D simplexes), and
triangles (2-D simplexes). In Delaunay triangulation, con-
nections between simplexes are established such that circles
circumscribing triangles are empty, i.e., circumcircle of a
triangle does not contain any site in its interior. A simplex
(edge/triangle) whose smallest circle is empty is Delaunay
admissible and exists in Delaunay triangulation [33]. In two
dimensions (D = 2), the D−1 entities(simplexes) are edges.
Consider an arbitrary 2D triangulation shown in Fig. 8a.
In Fig. 8a, the edge ab is not Delaunay admissible because
the diametric circle of the edge contains points of simplexes
sharing edge ab; edge cd is local Delaunay, but not global,
since the diametric circle contains point p; and edge de
preserves the Delaunay property both in a local and global
(a) Domain boundaries and
feature discretization.
(b) Empty Delaunay mesh with feature to be honoured
has been triangulated, also shown is the close up view.
Note that a desired connection between highlighted
points is missing.
(c) Local refinement is employed to retrieve missing
connection. It requires one new point introduced as mid
point of the missing connection to recover missing edge,
as displayed in the close up view
Fig. 7 Delaunay empty mesh generation and ensuring integrity of domain boundaries and/or features via local refinement
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(a) An arbitrary triangulation, among
highlighted edges de is Delaunay
admissible edge.
(b) Deleunay triangulation of the same point
set defining an arbitrary mesh on the left.
(c) In the Deleunay triangulation diametric
circle of an edge can have points in its
interior.
Fig. 8 An arbitrary triangulation selected to illustrate Delaunay admissibility of edges. The Delaunay admissible edges are always present in the
Delaunay triangulation
perspective. In an arbitrary triangulation of a data set, if con-
nections between D − 1 simplexes are (global) Delaunay
admissible then these connections exist in the Delaunay tri-
angulation [33] of the data set. The Delaunay triangulation
of the point set defining arbitrary triangulation displayed in
Fig. 8a, generated by using the Green-Sibson’s algorithm
subject to the incircle test as a quality criterion is shown in
Fig. 8b. We note that among three representative selected
edges, i.e. ab, cd, and de (Fig. 8a), the edge de is Delau-
nay admissible and thus exists in the Delaunay triangulation,
e.g., see Fig. 8b.
In two dimensions in an arbitrary triangulation of a given
point set, edges whose diametric circles are initially empty,
always exist in the Delaunay triangulation of the same data
set [14]. Nevertheless, in the Delaunay triangulation of a
data set, the diametric circle of an edge can have one or
more points contained in it, e.g. see Fig. 8c the diametric
circle of edge pq contains point c in its interior. For a tri-
angulation where the diametric circle of an edge has points
in its interior, then for it to be Delaunay, there must exist
a triangle formed by joining the edge at hand with a point
contained in the diametric circle such that its circumcir-
cle is empty. In Fig. 8c, the circumcircle of triangle pqc
is empty. The Delaunay admissibility of the simplexes
constituting a Delaunay mesh is summarised in following
theorem:
Theorem 1 In two dimensions, for a D − 1 simplex(edge)
to be part of Delaunay triangulation either its smallest cir-
cle (diametric-circle) is empty or there exists a 2-D-simplex
with empty smallest circle (circumcircle), defined by con-
necting the edge vertices to the nearest point inside the
diametric circle.
Notion of protection circle To start with meshing, a pre-
requisite is to generate a feature preserved empty Delaunay
mesh. Delaunay triangulation of a point set defining domain
boundaries and features (i.e., data set defining input sur-
face and/or curve mesh) leads to an empty mesh, where
integrity of features may not be preserved. To generate PEBI
grids, in an empty mesh integrity of embedded surfaces
and/or curves is ensured by employing the local refinement
(conformal boundary recovery) method(described above),
this yields a feature preserved Delaunay empty mesh. The
feature recovered Delaunay empty mesh is comprised of
low quality elements. In order to generate a well-resolved
mesh comprised of quality simplexes, the empty mesh is
refined by introducing new(field) points. The Delaunay
triangulation of new field points encroaching simplexes
honoring geological features can lead to reconfiguration
of these connections, destroying boundary integrity. In
order to avoid swapping and to preserve integrity of fea-
tures honoured in the empty mesh, we introduce the idea
of a protection circle that passes through the simplexes
constituting geological features. In field mesh generation,
integrity of features is maintained provided new points
encroaching the protection circle are not accepted. The
protection circle used is either diametric or a simplex-
circle.
Protection circle is either a diametric circle or circum-
circle In carrying out field mesh generation, the diametric
circle can only ensure integrity of a feature (edge) pro-
vided it is empty in the corresponding empty-mesh, e.g.
see Fig. 9. For edges to be protected the protection cir-
cles are defined by the respective (edge) diametric circles if
they are empty, otherwise they are defined by the circumcir-
cles of the triangles resulting from connecting the (feature)
edge vertices with the corresponding point contained in the
respective diametric circles. If edges whose diametric cir-
cle contains point(s) in their interior constitute Delaunay
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Fig. 9 Diametric circle can
only ensure integrity of feature
(edge) in the final mesh
provided it is empty
(a) Delaunay mesh of
points(abcd), the
diametric circle of
edge ab contains
point c.
(b) Triangulation of a field point p, direct
insertion followed by optimization subject
to incircle test. Note that the edge ab has
been reconfigured.
triangulation then existence of triangles formed by joining
these edges with a point contained in their diametric circle
is guaranteed [14, 18, 33]. This is because the Delaunay tri-
angulation is the nearest neighbour graph [14]. Note that the
circumcircle is always empty in a Delaunay triangulation.
4.1.2 Primal-cell feature honoured mesh generation
Starting with an empty mesh, a field triangulation is carried
out, such that the Delaunay property of edges defining geo-
logical features is preserved. To this end edges constituting
features are marked as Delaunay admissible edges and are
protected by constructing protection circles around them.
Figure 10 displays a test case feature honoured empty mesh,
with diametric circles drawn around the edges constituting
the feature. We note (Fig. 10a) that there exists two diamet-
ric circles (highlighted) containing a point p in their interior.
In order to maintain integrity of features the diametric cir-
cle of edges containing a point in their interior are replaced
with associated circumcircles, e.g., see Fig. 10b. The empty
mesh delineated in Fig. 11a with disks drawn around sim-
plices constituting features to be honoured, defines a region
where no field point should be accepted. The field mesh
is generated by employing advancing front point placement
used in conjunction with incircle criterion. The empty mesh
is refined by introducing new points in an iterative man-
ner. The mesh after first level of point placement is shown
in Fig. 11b. The final primal-cell feature honoured mesh is
displayed in Fig. 11c.
The above grid generation processes provide a frame-
work for primal-cell boundary aligned grid (BAG) gener-
ation. As described above, boundary-aligned grids(BAGs)
are those grids in which control-volumes are generated such
that their boundaries honour geological features, control-
volume faces crossing the features are not allowed. The
proposed triangulation method can be used to obtain meshes
which are aligned with respect to geological layers, faults
and fractures. In this work, we first generate an empty
mesh and then honour any missing connections correspond-
ing to boundaries and/or geological features. The features
(a) Delaunay empty mesh with diametric circle as protection
circle around the features. Note that diametric
circles(highlighted) contain a point p in their interior.
(b) Delaunay empty mesh with protection circles. Note that
diametric circle of edges containing points in their interior are
replaced with associated circumcircles.
Fig. 10 Protection circle is diametric circle if it is empty otherwise
circumcircle which is always empty in the Delaunay triangulation
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Fig. 11 Procedure to construct
primal-cell boundary aligned
PEBI-Grid
(a) Feature protected
empty mesh.
(b) Delaunay mesh after
first-level of advancing
front field point
placement.
(c) Final primal-cell
boundary aligned
grid(BAG).
honoured in the empty mesh, are protected during field mesh
generation. To this end, the honoured edges are marked as
Delaunay admissible simplices and are protected by enclos-
ing them with protection circles. During field mesh genera-
tion, new field points encroaching any protection circles are
not accepted.
4.1.3 Construct dual-cell WAG from underlying primal-cell
BAG
In constructing a dual-cell well aligned grid(WAG), the first
step requires embedding curves representing well trajecto-
ries in the reservoir domain, in discretized form. Then, in
a manner similar to primal cell boundary-aligned grid gen-
eration, meshing of the reservoir domain is carried out. In
this case, the target mesh is dual, as opposed to primal.
Figure 12 shows a primal-cell BAG honouring highlighted
feature together with its dual mesh. It can be seen (Fig. 12)
that control points of the highlighted dual cells define the
embedded feature as a well trajectory. Figure 13 highlights
key steps involved in generating a dual-cell well aligned grid
from an underlying primal-cell BAG.
(a) Feature honoured primal-cell
BAG generated with advancing
front point placement.
(b) Dual of primal-cell BAG (on
the left) is dual-cell WAG
viewed in dual settings.
Fig. 12 Dual-cell WAG can be obtained as a dual of primal-cell BAG
4.2 Primal-Cell WAG (Dual-Cell BAG) generation:
A procedure for generating primal-cell well aligned meshes
can be constructed by employing the proposed meshing
technique is outlined. While generating dual-cell WAGs,
it has been demonstrated that well-aligned grids(WAGs)
require control point alignment to a well pattern (Fig. 13).
Regardless of the selection of control-volume, i.e., pri-
mal/dual, the control point is always defined as the centre of
the control-volume. For a well-aligned mesh, we are inter-
ested in positioning control points such that when joined
sequentially, they follow a predefined well trajectory. The
curves characterizing well trajectories require special treat-
ment. This is because well alignment is ensured via control
points, and not with control volume faces. This naturally
leads to protecting well trajectories by building a protection
layer such that control points of the elements constituting
the protection layer define well paths. To this end, we pro-
pose the idea of a quadrilateral protection layer, constructed
such that it encloses a well trajectory as its medial line, the
additional protection is called a halo construction.
Halo construction In order to honor well paths (or gen-
erate dual-cell BAG), curves characterizing geological fea-
tures require special treatment. Beginning with an empty
mesh where features are embedded in discretized form,
before field mesh generation takes place, halos comprised
of quadrilateral cells are constructed such that honoured
features can be retrieved as medial lines of halo elements.
To elucidate construction of a halo, consider a feature dis-
cretely defined by points p1p2p3p4 as shown in Fig. 14a.
For simplicity halo construction is first demonstrated inde-
pendently of an empty mesh. The halo construction is
performed by pushing the underlying feature point in direc-
tions normal (upward and downward) to the feature edges
in an average sense, a distance assumed to be a fraction
(γ ≈ 0.10) of average length of the feature edges attached
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Fig. 13 Procedure to generate
dual-cell well aligned grid with
new meshing technique (control
points of dual cells shown follow
predefined well trajectory)
(a) Empty mesh with
enclosing a circular
well pattern.
(b) Primal-Cell BAG
honouring a well
pattern.
(c) Dual-cell(voronoi)
well aligned grid .
to the point to be split. The unit normal used to split a fea-
ture point say pi is computed from associated edge normals
by:
npi =
nei + nei+1
||nei + nei+1 ||
(3)
where ne represents edge normal, e.g. see Fig. 14a. While
splitting we update the position of underling point (from pi
to p′i) and simultaneously generate a new point(qi), given
by:
p′i = pi + βnpi
qi = pi − βnpi (4)
where the factor β is defined as:
β = γ × lei + lei+1
2
; γ ∈ [0, 1] (5)
and le represents edge length (see Fig. 14a). This sim-
ple halo construction procedure provides a framework for
generating primal-cell WAG (or dual-cell BAG).
To start with halo construction, a spear comprised of two
triangles is first built as shown in Fig. 14b, which is then
propagated until the last point (p4) of the feature is encoun-
tered, e.g., see Fig. 14c. The halo is propagated via the use
of spear triangles which enables quadrilateral cell construc-
tion (one by one). Construction of the halo is demonstrated
in Fig. 14b–c, where points defining features are split by the
spear and enclosed by the resulting quadrilaterals. Finally,
Fig. 14 Halo construction &
circumcircles drawn show that
halo leads to an essentially
PEBI mesh
(a) p1 p4 is a feature to be
honoured; np is the normal at a
point, with ne and le representing
normal and length of edge e
respectively.
(b) To start with halo a spear is
constructed
(c) Propagate spear to construct a
quad enclosing feature 1-1
(d) Spear ends are opened to
fully enclose the feature
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(a) Construct spear to start with
halo construction.
(b) Propagate spear constructing a
quad cell each one at time
(c) Halo with spear ends enclosing
feature to honoured.
(d) Open spear ends to fully
enclose feature to be honoured.
(e) Field mesh generated by
keeping halo quad intact.
(f) Dual of mesh shown on the left,
the feature honoured is retrieved as
medial line of halo quads thus
leads to dual-cell BAG.
Fig. 15 Procedure to generate primal-cell WAG (or dual-cell BAG)
by enclosing geological feature with halos
the spear heads are opened to fully enclose the feature by the
quadrilateral halo, as shown in Fig. 14d. The unit normals
used to open spear heads are derived from associated edge
normals and previously computed normal at opposite end.
Referring to Fig. 14 normal at p4 (similarly for p1) which
corresponds to the spear head (Fig. 14c) and is calculated by:
np4 =
ne3 + np3
||ne3 + np3 ||
(6)
Since the feature honored can be retrieved as the medial
line of the halo, and is thus honoured in the dual configu-
ration. The dual of a primal-cell WAG becomes a dual-cell
BAG viewed in dual framework, e.g., see Fig. 16. The halo
construction is reminiscent of the advancing front method,
and its construction in two dimensions (i.e., D = 2) can be
explained as being constructed by sweeping the 1-D simplex
(edge) along the geological feature.
Halo construction in the empty-mesh As described ear-
lier, to start with triangulation of a reservoir domain, we
construct an empty mesh comprising of a prescribed data
set. From the mesh construction view point, it is relatively
simple to construct halos around the desired features in
the empty mesh, i.e., halo construction is dealt with before
invoking field mesh generation. Figure 15 displays key steps
involved in constructing halo in an empty mesh. We start
with the spear, which is propagated constructing a quad cell
(one by one), until the feature is fully enclosed by opening
spear ends, these steps are delineated in Fig. 15a–d, respec-
tively. After features to be protected are enclosed with halos,
field mesh generation is performed without impairing con-
nectivity of halo quads. To this end, the edges constituting
halo quads are constrained, and during field mesh gener-
ation any new(field) point falling inside halo quads is not
accepted. Furthermore, for field meshing, we use advanc-
ing front point placement which initiates fronts from these
quad edges, providing protection around halo quad edges.
The resulting halo protected feature based grid is shown in
Fig. 15e. The dual of the halo protected grid corresponds to
dual-cell BAG, e.g., see Fig. 15f.
The halo used is comprised of quadrilateral elements, in
order to yield a PEBI mesh each quad element should be
allowed to have only four co-circular points [34] (Fig. 14d).
For simple features, e.g., Fig. 16 it is possible to generate
a PEBI mesh comprised of triangles and quads. However,
in complex configurations and in higher space dimensions,
it is almost impossible to yield a mixed element PEBI
mesh [9, 12]. In order to design a robust halo construction
method, we relax the PEBI property locally for halo quads
only. Therefore, halo protected meshes in general lead to
essentially PEBI grids.
(a) Primal-cell WAG with halo
containing honoured feature as
its median line.
(b) Dual-cell BAG, dual of mesh
shown on the left.
Fig. 16 Halo protected PEBI mesh where each quad is comprised of
four co-circular points. A primal-cell WAG becomes dual-cell BAG
viewed in dual setting
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Halo construction around intersecting features The halo
construction around intersecting features can be easily dealt
with by using spear triangles. The intersection point where
all of the features meet is also called a junction point.
Figure 17a depicts a test case mesh (empty) where features
intersect at junction point. We propose to start the halo con-
struction from the junction point, for the case at hand the
halo method leads to the mesh shown in Fig. 17b. Once
the halo construction has taken place, the junction point is
merged thereby introducing a polygon with number of edges
equal to number of curves emanating from the junction
(a) Representative intersecting
features to be honoured by
constructing halo.
(b) Construct halo retaining spear
ends at the junction point.
(c) Halos with spear ends are
merged at the junction point by
using a polygon with faces equal
to number of halos branching out
of the junction point.
(d) Open spear ends to fully
enclose feature to be honoured.
(e) Field mesh generated by
keeping halo quad intact.
(f) Dual of mesh shown on the left,
the feature honoured is retrieved as
medial line of halo quads thus
leads to dual-cell BAG.
Fig. 17 Procedure to generate primal-cell WAG (or dual-cell BAG)
when embedded features intersect each other
point. In Fig. 17b, there are four branches intersecting at
the junction point, thus a quadrilateral is used to merge the
junction point, e.g., see Fig. 17c. Finally, spear ends are
opened to fully enclose the honoured feature (Fig. 17d). The
halo protected field mesh generated by employing advanc-
ing front field point placement is shown in Fig. 17e. The
dual of a halo protected grid corresponds to a dual-cell
BAG, e.g., see Fig. 17f.
Halo construction as an integral part of boundary/curve
meshing A mesh generation process involves three key
steps, i.e., (i) curve or boundary meshing, (ii)empty mesh
generation coupled with boundary recovery, and (iii) field
mesh generation. Halo construction can be performed at
any stage of the mesh generation process. Halo construc-
tion if performed after field meshing is computationally
more involved, since it requires to interact with full field
mesh. In the grid generation methods described above, halo
construction is performed in the empty mesh and does not
require boundary recovery as an additional step. Figure 18
displays a case where halo construction has been performed
as an integral part of boundary or curve meshing process.
In the empty mesh boundary recovery of the halo-quads is
performed, followed by field meshing, e.g., see Fig. 18.
4.3 Key components of the proposed gridding methods
Figure 19 summarizes the proposed cell-centred and/or
vertex-centred grid generation methods. Geological feature-
based grid generation involves three key steps, described below.
– Prerequisites: Data set defining domain boundaries and/or
geological features is assumed as input. In D dimensions
D − 1 (boundary) mesh generation is performed defin-
ing domain boundaries and features of interest, achiev-
ing desired uniform and/or non-uniform refinement. To
start with a triangulation process, first the point set
defining D−1 boundaries and features are triangulated,
this is followed by boundary and/or feature recovery.
– Novel components: We propose the idea of protec-
tion circles and halo construction performed around
key geological features. Grid generation is performed
by employing primal-cells (triangle and/or quad) as
grid elements. Halo construction is required to honour
geological features with respect to primal-cell control
points (centroids), whereas protection circles are used
to protect primal-cell faces. Halo construction and pro-
tection circles are required both in cell-centred and
vertex-centred grid generation methods, e.g., see Fig. 19.
– Field meshing: After geological features are enclosed
with halos and/or protection circles, field meshing
is performed generating a quality mesh with smooth
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(a) Halo enclosing feature (b) Halo protected empty mesh and field meshing by
employing advancing front point placement
(c) Halo protected final mesh & coressponding dual BAG
Fig. 18 Halo construction performed as an integral part of boundary/curve meshing
transition. We use advancing front field point place-
ment, and to ensure feature integrity where new points
conflicting with existing mesh vertices and/or protec-
tion circles are discarded.
5 Examples of BAGs and WAGs generated using
the new meshing techniques
The algorithm designed to mesh reservoir geometries is
summarized in the procedure Feature Based PEBI-Grid
Generator, listed in Appendix C. In order to illustrate the
capabilities of the proposed meshing technique, the follow-
ing examples are considered.
5.1 Both boundary and well-aligned grids
As illustrated above, from the construction view point,
boundary-aligned and well-aligned grids are quite similar,
they only differ in the setting that they are viewed, i.e.,
primal/dual. Nevertheless, when they appear in a group,
their differences and requirements are evident. This case is
selected so as to model a situation which involves both inte-
rior boundaries and predefined well paths. Figure 20, is the
Fig. 19 Flow chart
summarizing key components
involved in the proposed feature
based grid generation
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Fig. 20 Full tensor zigzag field embedded with a complex well tra-
jectory and a layered system. The anisotropic ratio k1/k2 = 1000 and
θ = ±25◦
pictorial representation of the selected case, where a unit
square domain with well trajectories in the middle, bounded
by curves, that act as representative geological layers. The
grids honoring features both in primal and dual frameworks,
generated by the proposed meshing techniques are delin-
eated in Fig. 21a, b, respectively. In the grids generated, we
note that control points follow prescribed well trajectories
(a) Primal cell boundary and well aligned mesh comprised of
1763 points and 3343 elements. Close up view(selected at the
centre of domain) depicts control volume and control point
alignment.
(b) Dual-cell boundary and well aligned grid constructed from an
underlying halo-protected primal mesh consists of 1851 points
and 3435 elements. Close up view(selected at the centre of
domain) depicts control volume and control point alignment.
Fig. 21 Both boundary and well aligned mesh; highlighted are the
features honoured by the devised meshing technique
embedded at the centre of domain, whereas along the layers
control-volume alignment has been ensured.
5.2 Layered system honored boundary-aligned grids
Many oil and gas reservoirs are stratified, caused by sedi-
mentation spanned over a long period of time. In order to
check the capabilities of the triangulation technique, a syn-
thetic layered reservoir is designed, motivated by [40]. A
cross sectional view of the model, mainly driven by seis-
mic attributes, contains a layered system with embedded
features. We generate grids respecting the highlighted geo-
logical features both with respect to primal and dual cells.
Curves characterizing highlighted features with close proxi-
mity, are embedded in discretized form, and the resulting
primal and dual-cell BAGs generated by employing the pro-
posed gridding methods are shown in Fig. 22a, b, respectively.
5.3 Complex multilateral-well aligned grids
A representative complex multilateral well-path has been
selected similar to [31], and the resulting feature honoured
primal and dual-cell grids generated with the above tech-
niques are shown in Fig. 23. We note that grids generated
conform to the prescribed well trajectory both with respect
to primal and dual cells. Note that for the boundary aligned
grid, where the complex well pattern can be thought similar
to a complex fracture, the same procedure holds, however,
settings will now be switched, i.e., a primal cell well-
aligned grid, becomes a dual-cell boundary aligned grid
when viewed in a dual configuration.
5.4 Fracture network honoured grids
Naturally fractured reservoirs are characterized by the
presence of two distinct types of porous media: matrix
(a) Layered system honoured
primal-cell BAG.
(b) Layered system honoured
dual-cell BAG, derived from halo
protected primal mesh.
Fig. 22 Primal and dual-cells boundary aligned meshes of a syn-
thetic reservoir embedded with a layered system; highlighted are the
honoured features
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(a) Primal-cell BAG (when
viewed in dual settings, will
become dual-cell-WAG).
(b) Dual-cell BAG, derived from
halo protected primal mesh
(when viewed in primal setting
will become primal-cell-WAG).
Fig. 23 A complex feature aligned grid; highlighted are the features
honoured by the meshing technique
and fracture [5]. As a result of the different fluid storage
and conductivity characteristics of the matrix and fractures,
boundary-aligned grids are required to honor geological
boundaries within the finite-volume approximation. In the
following, to demonstrate the capabilities of the grid gener-
ation method when employed to grid a fractured reservoir,
a synthetic reservoir model embedded with a fractured
network is meshed. Figure 24a, b display grids honoring
a fracture network with respect to primal and dual-cells,
respectively.
5.5 Extension of proposed grid generation to field
applications
Reservoir geometries are often comprised of a layered
structure and extend horizontally in the order of kilome-
ters, whereas vertically they can be only a few feet. By
incorporating geological information of a field reservoir,
a discrete model corner-point-grid (CPG) [65] comprised
of hexahedra is constructed, which honours geological fea-
tures involving faults, fractures, pinch-outs and layers. By
(a) Primal-cell fracture network
aligned grid.
(b) Dual-cell fracture network
aligned grid, derived from halo
protected primal mesh.
Fig. 24 A fracture network aligned PEBI grid; highlighted are fea-
tures honoured by the devised meshing technique
default, a CPG grid does not honor well-paths [31]. Data
sets defining well-paths are comprised of well-perforations
and well-trajectories. 2.5D grid generation methods rely
on the 2D Delaunay triangulation technique [9]. In order
to start with 2.5D grid generation, a 2D layer is extracted
from the input 3D CPG model. Considering an extracted
2D layer as a reference layer, 3D wells are projected onto
it. By employing methods proposed to honor features in 2D
(described above), a well-path honored mesh of a reference
layer is generated, which is then projected in the z-direction
generating a 2.5D well-path honoured geological layer aligned
mesh. The key steps involved are shown in Fig. 25.
Populating an unstructured grid model Reservoir simu-
lation is commonly performed on structured grids, for which
there exist a wide variety of property modelling geostatisti-
cal algorithms [15]. There are two approaches to populate
unstructured models. Either populate the unstructured com-
putational model using geostatistical algorithms [15] or
map geological properties from a structured model [62].
The later approach is commonly employed and involves
building geostatistical reservoir models on a fine grid and
then average and/or upscale [79] properties to the coarser
unstructured grid. Upscaling or homogenization involves
assigning heterogeneous properties of a region of structured
grid cells to an equivalent homogeneous region comprised
of a single coarse-grid cell with an effective property value.
For volumetric properties such as porosity and saturation the
effective property representative of a set of geo-cells can be
established simply by bulk and pore volume weighted aver-
age respectively [81]. Homogenization of intrinsic prop-
erties, e.g., absolute permeability does not have an exact
analytical solution except for in a few idealized cases,
and consequently, there exists a large number of upscaling
techniques [79, 81]. The quality of effective permeability
approximation depends on the complexity of fine-scale per-
meability distribution and the upscaling method used [81].
Mapping rock properties from geo-cellular grids to unstruc-
tured grids is performed in a systematic fashion, honouring
layer boundaries, unconformities, and faults.
6 Pressure equation
The pressure equation arises from mass conservation
together with Darcy’s law and is written in integral form as:
−
∫

∇.(K∇φ)d = q (7)
where φ represents field pressure; ∇ is the gradient opera-
tor, K is the elliptic symmetric permeability tensor; q is the
source term, which is zero away from well sources or sinks.
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(a) Well-path aligned primal mesh of a reference CPG layer and associated dual mesh (b) Projecting dual mesh in z-direction
Fig. 25 Procedure to generate well-path honoured geological layer aligned 2.5D mesh
The first step of the finite-volume formulation involves use
of the Gauss divergence theorem to integrate Eq. 7, over a
control-volume . After integration Eq. 7 is then written as
−
∮
δ
(K∇φ) • nd	 = −
nf∑
i=1
∫

i
(K∇φ • ni)d	 = q (8)
where δ corresponds to the boundary of control-volume
, d	 is an element of control-volume surface area, 
i
is the ith face of the control-volume and nf is the num-
ber of faces; ni is the outward unit normal to face i as
shown in Fig. 26. The resolution of Darcy velocity −K∇φ
along the unit normal ni is called the Darcy-flux through
face i. Approximation of Darcy-flux is a key step in a
finite-volume formulation and many approximations have
been proposed. We briefly summarize properties of the
finite-volume methods used in this work in the review of
CVD-MPFA methods below and discuss aspects of the
cell-centred formulation in Appendix D.
Fig. 26 Example control volume(), with “cp” being control point
and ni represents unit normal to the ith face of 
7 Review of CVD-MPFA finite-volume schemes
Finite-volume methods are either cell-centred, where the
primal grid cells act as control-volumes, or dual-cell cen-
tred where the control-volumes are constructed from the
primal grid so as to surround the primal grid vertices, and
the finite-volume methods are then vertex-centred, e.g., see
Fig. 27. Rapid variation of permeability is common in oil
reservoirs. Finite-volume methods employed in reservoir
simulation are generally control-volume distributed(CVD)
schemes, where a piecewise constant representation of rock
properties is assigned to control volumes, and flow vari-
ables are computed at their control points, i.e., centroids or
circumcentres if the control-volume is a primal acute sim-
plex, or vertex if the control-volume is a dual-cell. Local
continuity of normal flux and pressure are fundamental con-
straints that must hold across control-volume interfaces in
any Darcy-flux approximation.
Control-volume distributed multi-point flux approxima-
tion (CVD-MPFA) schemes work directly with the integral
form of the flow equations and employ a single primal
discrete pressure per control-volume and provide families
of consistent, flux-continuous, locally conservative meth-
ods applicable to problems involving full-tensor fields on
(a) Cell-Centred formulation
(bandwidth = 13)
(b) Vertex-centred formulation
(bandwidth = 7)
Fig. 27 Cell-centred versus vertex-centred formulation of CVD-
MPFA schemes
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general structured and unstructured grids. The CVD-MPFA
formulations overcome the limitation of the standard reser-
voir simulation two-point flux approximation (TPFA) which
is only consistent on K-orthogonal grids [1, 19], while pro-
viding a consistent generalization of the TPFA method that
depends on exactly the same optimal number of degrees
of freedom. Auxiliary interface pressures are introduced
on control-volume faces in the CVD-MPFA formulation
to locally impose normal flux and pressure continuity
conditions across control-volume interfaces. Prior to the
solution process, the auxiliary pressures are expressed alge-
braically in terms of the primal pressures via the local
flux continuity conditions and lead to a locally conser-
vative formulation with continuous fluxes only dependent
on primal pressures. Both cell-centred and vertex-centred
CVD-MPFA approximations are considered in this work
[19, 20, 22–28]. A comparison between cell-centred and
vertex-centred CVD-MPFA schemes is presented here, in
terms of computed flow fields resulting from the respective
pressure equation approximations. A comparison between
the CVD-MPFA schemes and the reservoir simulation stan-
dard two-point flux approximation (TPFA) scheme is also
presented. The cell-centred CVD-MPFA formulation and
standard TPFA reservoir simulation scheme are summarized
in Appendix D.
The cell-centred and cell-vertex CVD-MPFA formu-
lations involve multiple families of schemes defined by
the local flux quadrature point parameterization on each
control-volume face [25, 28]. A single family is parameter-
ized by a dimensionless variable q.
For a given grid type, there are two basic types of
CVD-MPFA formulation determined by the choice of basis
functions: (a) triangle pressure support (TPS) with linear
basis functions over subcell triangles leading to pointwise
pressure continuity on control-volume sub-faces [19, 20,
23, 24]; (b) full pressure support (FPS) with subcell bilin-
ear basis functions, leading to full pressure continuity over
control-volume sub-faces [22, 25, 28].
The TPS formulation can yield unstable results with
strong spurious oscillations for challenging test cases
involving strongly anisotropic full-tensor fields, with non-
linear pressure fields resulting from, e.g., injector/producer
wells (or source/sinks). In contrast, FPS methods overcome
the TPS limitation and yield well-resolved pressure fields
that are free or essentially free of strong spurious oscilla-
tions [22, 25, 27, 28], where M-matrix conditions are also
presented that ensure all such linear methods have a local
discrete maximum principle (LDMP), hence conditional
stability. While both the TPS and FPS formulations are
shown to violate M-matrix conditions in such cases (i.e., for
strong full-tensor field cases where TPS induces spurious
oscillations) and therefore lack a local discrete maximum
principle required for stability [22, 28], it is also shown
that the TPS formulation permits decoupled solution modes
of grid level resolution for such cases, and conversely that
the FPS formulation prevents such modes and thus prevents
their accompanying spurious oscillations, allowing the full
multi-family quadrature range for flux approximation [22,
25, 28]. We also note that the unstructured cell-vertex TPS
formulation is an exception that does not suffer from grid
level decoupling and associated spurious modes [26], and
the results of the work presented verify this property for
general unstructured grid examples.
Measures of M-matrix violation are presented in compar-
ative tables including relative measures of diagonal dom-
inance, for the cell-centred and cell-vertex TPS and FPS
formulations on challenging unstructured grid examples.
The tables are seen to correspond with method performance.
7.1 Cell-centred versus cell-vertex CVD-MPFA
Traditional reservoir simulation methods are primarily
block centred, i.e., cell-centred methods; however, both
cell-centred and vertex-centred frameworks continue to
be developed. While some comparative studies have been
undertaken [16, 37], a definitive conclusion has yet to
be reached. For structured meshes, the number of primal
and dual cells are basically equivalent with an off-set for
boundaries. On unstructured grids, the number of cells
(or elements) is essentially double the number of vertices
in 2-D. Consequently for a given grid, the cell-centred
formulation requires approximately twice as many degrees
of freedom compared to the vertex centred formulation in
2-D. This is easily illustrated by constructing an
unstructured mesh from an underlying structured mesh, in
2-D this requires subdividing each quadrilateral into two
triangles, and in 3-D each hexahedron can be split into 5 or
6 tetrahedrons. Consequently the cell-centred formulation
can be expected to involve many more degrees of freedom
for a given grid of nodes, and will be more computationally
expensive, but might be expected to resolve flow fields
more accurately.
A comparative study of cell-centred versus cell-vertex
control-volume distributed multi-point flux approximation
(CVD-MPFA) schemes performance, applied to problems
involving variable and distorted geometric boundaries and
layers on essentially equivalent primal meshes, has been
made possible by the grid generation methods presented
here. Previous studies of cell-vertex CVD-MPFA methods
performance have only been possible for simple interior
geometry due to boundary aligned dual-grid generation lim-
itations. Meshes used for the vertex based formulations
employ the median dual(see Fig. 28a) of meshes used in
the corresponding cell-centred formulation, with the local
exception of internal boundaries. Preservation of internal
geological boundaries and features is achieved by the use of
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(a) Median dual (b) Voronoi dual
Fig. 28 Median versus voronoi dual
embedded halos(detailed in the Section 4) which ensure that
control-volume boundaries are aligned with interior geolog-
ical features. Use of circumcentres(voronoi dual) in place
of median dual shows little difference (as demonstrated for
case-2 described in the subsequent section) and provide
further evidence of the consistency of the methods.
Duality of cell-centred and vertex-centred methods The
formulation of CVD-MPFA cell-centred or vertex-centred
methods follow essentially analogous principles. The most
fundamental being the switching of control-volume from
primal to dual or vice versa, which is achieved by switching
the control point from primal-cell center to primal-cell ver-
tex or vice versa, together with appropriate boundary con-
ditions. However, on unstructured grids, the vertex-centred
method is considerably more efficient and robust, with a rel-
atively simpler data structure compared to the cell-centred
method. Figure 27 illustrates important differences between
cell-centred and vertex-centred CVD-MPFA schemes. We
note that:
– In cell-centred CVD-MPFA formulations, primal-cells
(triangles and/or quads) act as control-volumes. Inter-
face pressures are eliminated via continuity conditions
formed with respect to clusters surrounding vertices in
dual-cells. In contrast in vertex-centred formulations, inter-
face pressure elimination takes place in each primal cell.
– Cell-centred formulations have larger stencil size com-
pared to vertex-centred formulations, e.g. Fig. 27 and
the resulting matrix bandwidth of the cell-centred ver-
sus vertex-centred CVD-MPFA formulation is larger,
here 13 versus 7.
Cell-centred and vertex-centred CVD-MPFA methods
require respective feature-protected primal and dual meshes
as input. In cell-centred methods, primal-cells are aligned
with geological features and act as control volumes. For
vertex-centred methods, a feature protected dual mesh
is generated such that control-volume boundaries are
aligned with geological features as discussed above. If the
cell-centred method is designed to cope with general polyg-
onal grid elements, i.e., by adopting the cell-vertex view,
then it must inherit the cell-vertex data structure to ben-
efit from an input mesh comprised of voronoi polygons.
The cell-centred formulation on such a polygonal (polyhe-
dral in 3-D) mesh would then benefit from the advantages
of a vertex-centred formulation, of course in this case such
a method would effectively have the cell-vertex frame-
work and data structure implanted. The key advantages of
employing vertex-centred methods on dual control-volume
meshes over cell-centred methods on primal-meshes are
listed below:
– For a given primal mesh, there are far fewer ver-
tices than cells, approximately a half in 2D. Thus for
a given primal grid a cell-vertex formulation is opti-
mal with respect to degrees of freedom compared to a
cell-centred method.
– Vertex-centred CVD-MPFA schemes are compact on
a given unstructured grid. The vertex centred assem-
bled CVD-MPFA formulation matrix can have a much
reduced bandwidth compared to the cell-centred CVD-
MPFA formulation, c.f. Fig. 27, which is due to the
cell-centred flux assembly being performed over each
cluster of triangles attached to each grid vertex.
– Vertex-centred CVD-MPFA schemes employ a simpler
data structure when compared to cell centred methods
as assembly is performed with respect to primal grid cells.
– Vertex-centred CVD-MPFA operating on primal-
meshes provides freedom of selecting centroid and/or
circumcentre (for an acute triangulation) as the dual-
point allowing median and/or voronoi polygons to be
used as control-volumes.
Quadrature selection and implementation of CVD-
MPFA Control-volume distributed(CVD) flux approxima-
tion schemes are implemented here, both in cell-centred
and cell-vertex frameworks following the TPS formulations
of [19, 20, 23, 24], and the more robust FPS formulations
[22, 25, 27, 28]. The families of CVD-MPFA schemes are
defined by the choice of quadrature points. In order to assess
the comparative performance of cell-centred versus vertex-
centred CVD-MPFA formulation, TPS is used both with
default (q = 1.0) and the SPD variant (q = 2/3) for arbi-
trary triangular meshes [24]. Note that the TPS quadrature
range is less stable than the FPS quadrature range [22]. For
FPS we use (q = 1.0, c = 0.001, p = 0.5). The quadra-
ture point q can be selected anywhere between the cluster
vertex (excluding the cluster vertex (q = 0) which is sin-
gular) and edge mid-point(q = 1) with 0 < q ≤ 1, where
continuity of flux is imposed. The parameter c controls the
size of auxiliary dual cell built around the cluster point to
impose the divergence condition and p corresponds to the
flux quadrature point for this auxiliary dual cell.
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A full permeability tensor is used in each of the test cases
given below and is defined by
K = R(θ)
(
k1 0
0 k2
)
Rt(θ); R(θ) =
(
cosθ −sinθ
sinθ cosθ
)
(9)
for choices of θ .
Comparative performance of CVD-MPFA schemes The
comparative performance of cell-centred versus vertex-
centred CVD-MPFA formulations is assessed by application
to problems involving strongly anisotropic full-tensor per-
meability fields, presented in the results section below. Note
that the grids employed are essentially equivalent in the
primal setting, which is achieved by the methods of grid
generation presented above. In the cell-vertex formulation,
the dual mesh is constructed from the primal mesh using the
median dual unless stated otherwise. M-matrix conditions
for CVD-MPFA schemes are given in [19, 22, 25, 27, 28].
The CVD-MPFA methods violate their respective M-matrix
conditions for cases involving strong full-tensors, exam-
ples are given below. When comparing cell-centred versus
vertex-centred CVD-MPFA formulations, the degree of M-
matrix violation is measured, by comparing relative local
diagonal dominance of the corresponding discrete matrices.
To this end, for every row of the discrete matrix A with ele-
ments ai,j , the number of positive off-diagonals and maxi-
mum positive off-diagonal relative to the diagonal-term are
computed and magnitudes of the ratios of
max
j
ai,j
ai,i
∀ai,j > 0 ∧ j = i (10)
are tabulated. L∞ and arithmetic mean(x¯) are used as rep-
resentative overall degrees of violation of an M-matrix. In
addition to M-matrix violation statistics for the cell-centred
and vertex-centred formulations, their respective assembled
matrix bandwidths are also compared and tabulated. Both the
respective tables of measure of M-matrix violation and band-
width provide further evidence of the benefit of cell-vertex
CVD-MPFA methods compared to the cell-centred methods.
8 Comparison of cell-centred versus cell-vertex
CVD-MPFA: numerical results
8.1 Case 1: highly anisotropic permeability tensor
This case is taken from [49], where a unit square domain
[0, 1] × [0, 1] with a square hole (4/9, 5/9), characterizing
a source positioned at the centre is considered. The pressure
field resulting from Eq. 7 is simulated, with an anisotropic
permeability tensor K , derived from Eq. 9 by setting k1 =
100, k2 = 1 and rotated through θ = −30◦ relative to the
domain frame of reference. Dirichlet boundary conditions
with pressure φ = 2 and φ = 0 are prescribed at the walls
of the inner and outer square regions respectively. Domain
discretization is performed by employing the above triangu-
lation technique, the resulting meshes obtained are shown in
Fig. 29. The primal (triangle) cell mesh comprised of 4926
number of elements and has been generated for use with cell
centred formulations. Whereas its associated dual(median)
mesh consists of 2567 control-volumes, equal to the number
of points in the primal mesh, and is designed for use with
vertex-centred methods.
The flow fields produced by the TPFA, TPS and FPS
schemes both in cell-centred and cell-vertex modes are
shown in Fig. 30. The top row corresponds to contour plots
of the respective pressure fields for the cell-centred simula-
tions, and the bottom row displays respective pressure fields
for the cell-vertex simulations. The grid employed is not K-
orthogonal; thus, TPFA does not yield a consistent solution,
nevertheless the solution has a discrete maximum princi-
ple(DMP), and is bounded between (0, 2) [49]. The TPFA
solution presented has a DMP, both in cell and vertex cen-
tred configurations. We also note that using TPFA with a
voronoi based mesh, i.e., a PEBI grid, yields similar results
to TPFA median dual, e.g., see case-2. The CVD-MPFA
schemes with triangular and full-pressure support schemes
both in cell and vertex centred settings provide consistent
approximations of the flow field. The degrees of freedom for
cell-vertex simulations are roughly half(2567/4926) com-
pared to those of the cell centred formulation. We note
that the cell-vertex-based methods use less computational
time and capture the flow field with at least comparable
resolution compared to the cell-centred simulations.
8.2 Case 2: strong discontinuous full-tensor
with imposed source and sink
The following test case has been selected from [22] (where
the test is on a structured grid), and involves simulating
(a) Grid with primal cell as
control volume(4926)
(b) Grid with dualcells as
control volume(2567)
Fig. 29 Grid generated by the above triangulation technique, designed
to simulate case 1
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Fig. 30 Contour plot of
pressure field simulated by
employing CVD flux
approximation schemes in
cell-centred (top row) vs cell
vertex (bottom row)
formulations for test case-1
(a) Cell-Centroid TPFA, TPS and FPS(left-right) solution (Figure
29a displays control volumes)
(b) Cell-Vertex TPFA, TPS and FPS (left-right) solution computed
with centroid as dual-point (Figure 29b displays control volumes)
a pressure field in a unit square domain subdivided into
four quadrants, with a piecewise varying permeability ten-
sor. The permeability tensor is defined by setting k1 = 3000,
k2 = 1 and θ = 25◦ in Eq. 9 which is assigned to first
and third quadrants respectively, whereas for the second
and fourth quadrants the permeability tensor has the same
(a) Primal cell acute BAG(4024 control
volumes) no halo
(b) Acute BAG(4025 cells) with halos, highlighted area is selected for close up
view of halos displayed on the right
(c) Boundary aligned median dual
Mesh(2140 control volumes) constructed
from Figure 31b
(d) Boundary aligned Voronoi dual
Mesh(2140 control volumes) constructed
from Figure 31b
Fig. 31 Acute BAGs generated to simulate case-2 and to study centroid versus circumcentre as control and/or dual points
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anisotropic ratio with θ = −25◦ is assumed. A source
with coordinates (0.25, 0.25) and sink with coordinates
(0.75, 0.75) are defined inside diagonally opposite quad-
rants with specified pressures φ = 1 and φ = −1
respectively. Finally, the system is closed by prescribing
φ = 0 (Dirichlet boundary conditions) on the walls of the
domain.
In cell-centred formulations, the control-point, in general
defined as the control-volume centre, can either be selected
at the centroid and/or circumcenter of an underlying pri-
mal mesh. In vertex-centred formulations control volumes
are defined by dual-cells, which are constructed by join-
ing (i) cell centroids or (ii) circumcenters (dual-points) of
cells surrounding a vertex. In case (i) a dual cell is con-
structed by joining cell-centroids to cell edge mid-points
of cells surrounding a vertex, leading to a median dual,
whereas in case (ii) the dual is obtained by joining circum-
centres and is a voronoi(PEBI) dual e.g. see Fig. 28. In
general, the control-volume centroid is used as a control
(dual) point, this is because an acute BAG can not be guar-
anteed, unless the geometry is simple and/or a quality mesh
generation algorithm in conjunction with mesh cosmetics is
employed.
In this case, we study cell-centred versus vertex-centred
formulations both with centroid and circumcentre as control
(dual) points. The primal-cell acute triangulation shown in
Fig. 31a is used as a mesh to simulate the flow field in a cell-
centred framework. The comparable median and voronoi
dual meshes employed for the counter part cell-vertex for-
mulations are constructed from the same underlying acute
Fig. 32 Iso-surface of
cell-centred (top row) vs
cell-vertex (bottom row)
CVD-MPFA schemes with
centroid as control-point and
dual-point respectively for test
case-2. Degree of M-matrix
violation is also tabulated
(a) Cell-Centroid TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right); Figure 31a
displays control volumes.
(b) Cell-Vertex TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right) with centroid
as dual-point (median dual); Figure 31c displays control volumes.
Assembled matrix statistics Cell-Centred Vertex-Centred
Bandwidth L∞ 16.000 9.000
x¯ 12.752 6.927
# of positive off- L∞ 9.000 3.000
diagonal per row x¯ 5.630 1.843
max. + off-diagonal L∞ 3.941 × 10
3 6.590 × 10− 1
relative to diagonal x¯ 5.099 × 10
0 1.147 × 10− 1
(c) Assembled matrix bandwidth and M-matrix violation of
cell-centred vs vertex-centred TPS
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primal mesh embedded with halos shown in Fig. 31b. The
resulting median and voronoi dual meshes are shown in
Fig. 31c, d, respectively. The resulting grid generated has
4024 primal-cells (triangles) and 2140 dual cells, the mesh
generated respects the interior boundaries in both primal and
dual settings. In order to capture flow field resolution more
closely, the grid has been generated with increased reso-
lution around points where the source and sink are specified.
Centroid as control and dual point The pressure field
simulated by employing TPFA and CVD-MPFA schemes
both in a cell-centred and cell-vertex framework with cen-
troid as control point and dual point is shown in Fig. 32
(the first and second rows correspond to the cell-centred and
cell-vertex formulations respectively). From Fig. 32a (mid-
dle), it is observed that the cell-centred TPS formulation
introduces spurious oscillations, due to decoupling [25] and
violates the discrete maximum(DMP) principle, the solution
presented is in accordance with that computed in [22]. These
results provide further evidence that the cell-centred TPS
formulation, when used to simulate a flow field governed
by a strong anisotropic full permeability tensor together
with imposed source/sink, introduces spurious oscillations
due to decoupling. In contrast, when the same problem is
simulated by employing the cell-vertex TPS formulation
on an unstructured grid, the method yields a well resolved
Fig. 33 Iso-surface of
cell-centred (top row) vs
cell-vertex (bottom row)
CVD-MPFA schemes with
circumcentre as control-point
and dual-point respectively for
test case-2. Degree of M-matrix
violation is also tabulated
(a) Circumcentred TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right); Figure
31a displays control volumes.
(b) Cell-Vertex TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right) computed
with circumcentre as dual-point; Figure 31d displays associated
voronoi control volumes.
Assembled matrix statistics Cell-Centred Vertex-Centred
Bandwidth L∞ 16.000 9.000
x¯ 12.752 6.927
# of positive off- L∞ 10.000 3.000
diagonal per row x¯ 5.457 1.843
max. + off-diagonal L∞ 1.423 × 10
3 6.590 × 10− 1
relative to diagonal x¯ 2.997 × 10
0 1.147 × 10− 1
(c) Assembled matrix bandwidth and M-matrix violation of
cell-centred vs vertex-centred TPS
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(a) Primal cell feature aligned grid (4412 control volumes), red highlighted area is
selected for close up view to show well aligned mesh
(b) Dual cell feature aligned grid (2329
control volumes).
Fig. 34 Boundary and well honoured grid generated by feature based triangulation technique to simulate flow field defined in case-3
solution, see Fig. 32b (middle). We note that cell-vertex
TPS on triangles does not generally lead to decoupling
[26, 27]. Note these linear methods violate the M-matrix
conditions for such cases involving strong full-tensor
coefficients and therefore do not satisfy a local discrete
maximum principle(LDMP) needed to ensure stability [22,
25, 28]. The degree of M-matrix violation (the measures are
defined above) of cell-centred versus vertex-centred TPS is
Fig. 35 Contour plot of
pressure field simulated by
employing CVD-MPFA flux
approximation schemes, cell
centred (top row) vs cell vertex
(bottom row) formulations for
test case-3. Degree of M-matrix
violation is also tabulated
(a) Cell-Centroid TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right); Figure
34a displays control volumes.
(b) Cell-Vertex TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right) with centroid
as dual-point (median dual); Figure 34b displays control volumes.
Assembled matrix statistics Cell-Centred Vertex-Centred
Bandwidth L∞ 16.000 9.000
x¯ 12.788 6.970
# of positive off- L∞ 10.000 4.000
diagonal per row x¯ 5.492 1.833
max. + off-diagonal L∞ 1.593 × 10
3 2.274 × 10− 1
relative to diagonal x¯ 4.244 × 10
0 1.220 × 10− 1
(c) Assembled matrix bandwidth and M-matrix violation of
cell-centred vs vertex-centred TPS
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tabulated in Fig. 32c. From the results and the table we
conclude that the cell-vertex formulation is far more robust
when compared to its cell-centred counterpart on unstruc-
tured grids. The FPS scheme also violates the M-matrix
conditions for this case, but does not suffer from decoupling
and the results verify that FPS yields well resolved solutions
for both cell-centred and cell-vertex approximations.
Circumcenter as control and dual point The pressure
fields computed with circumcentres as control points (pres-
sure approximation points) in the cell-centred formulation,
and circumcentres as dual-points in vertex-centred (voronoi
dual) formulations are compared employing both TPFA
and CVD-MPFA schemes. The results are displayed in
Fig. 33, (a different mode of spurious oscillation is noted
for cell-centred TPS (using circumcentres) compared to
cell-centroid TPS). While cell-centred TPFA detects more
cross-flow than the cell-vertex TPFA method, TPFA is
generally inconsistent for this case. The cell-vertex TPS for-
mulations with circumcentre and centroid as control point
respectively yield similar stable results, c.f. see Figs. 32 ver-
sus 33 and are comparable with FPS results, where FPS is
robust for all grid types.
8.3 Case 3: strong discontinuous full tensor zigzag field
with an embedded well trajectory
This case is motivated by [22] where the test is on a struc-
tured grid, where a unit square domain, is divided into three
distinct regions with an embedded well trajectory defined
along a vertical line across the centre of domain is con-
sidered. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed by
setting pressure to zero along the boundaries of the square
domain. Definition of the zigzag permeability field involves
a full-tensor defined in the bottom and top regions by
Eq. 9 with k1 = 3000, k2 = 1 and θ = 25◦, whereas the
middle region has the same ki , with θ = −25◦. Again
the grids are generated by employing the above triangula-
tion technique and shown in Fig. 34 both for cell-centred
and cell-vertex formulations. The grid generated is bound-
ary and well aligned, both in primal and dual forms. The
cell-centred grid has 4412 control volumes(primal cells),
whereas the vertex centred grid is comprised of 2329 control
volumes(dual cells).
Figure 35 shows the numerical pressure solutions com-
puted by the TPFA and CVD-MPFA schemes. Again the
cell-centred TPS solution is found to violate the M-matrix
conditions [25] and introduces non-physical oscillations
consistent with decoupling, while the cell-vertex TPS (as
noted previously) is more robust, see Fig. 35a versus b.
The FPS-based formulations are found to be consistently
far more robust yielding well-resolved solutions for both
grid types c.f. right hand figures of Fig. 35a, b, respectively.
Measures of M-matrix violation of cell-centred versus
vertex-centred TPS schemes are tabulated in Fig. 35c.
SPD variant of cell-centred CVD-MPFA-TPS Triangular
pressure support(TPS) schemes with quadrature q = 2/3 on
triangular meshes yields a symmetric positive definite(SPD)
variant of the family of schemes [24]. A study using this
scheme is also presented in [44]. Here, we compute the pres-
sure field of case-3, using the SPD variant of the TPS family.
The resulting flow field for case-3, is shown in Fig. 36.
Comparing the result listed in Fig. 36, to that displayed in
Fig. 35a (middle), indicates that the SPD variant of the TPS
cell-centred approximations, yields an improved flow field
relative to the default TPS(q = 1) cell-centred formulation.
However, both of the TPS approximations induce significant
spurious oscillations.
8.4 Case-4: Full tensor zigzag field embedded
with a complex well trajectory and deviated
layered system
This case contains more challenging deviated internal
boundaries than the previous cases and serves to further
test the grid generation methods presented and increase the
challenge in comparison between the CVD-MPFA cell and
vertex centred formulations. A unit square heterogeneous
domain contains an embedded layered system, which par-
titions the computational domain into four distinct regions,
Fig. 20 displays a pictorial representation of the test case.
A piecewise constant permeability tensor is assumed in
each sub-domain with (principal axes) anisotropic ratio of
1000 : 1, and its orientation (θ = ±25) is varied so as
to define a zigzag flow field. A vertical well trajectory
is located in the middle of domain, that intersects a layer
and bifurcates into a multilateral well in the neighbouring
region. The well trajectory is considered as a geometri-
cal object, and has prescribed pressure φ = 1. We impose
Fig. 36 Contour plot of pressure field simulated by employing SPD
variant of cell-centred TPS with q = 2/3 for case 3
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homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions(φ = 0) on
the outer walls of the computational domain. This prob-
lem presents significant challenges to both grid generation
methods and numerical schemes.
For cases where layers and well trajectories are non-
intersecting, grid generation is relatively easy. The model
case at hand requires both boundary and well trajectory
aligned meshes. The generation of grids honoring geologi-
cal features with respect to control volumes (BAG) involves
entirely different strategies compared to those requiring
control point alignment(WAG). This is further exacerbated,
when these intractable features appear while intersecting
each other, since they meet conflicting requirements at the
point of intersection. For such complex geometries, the
proposed feature-based triangulation technique proves ver-
satile. We employ non-uniform triangulation and generate
boundary and well-aligned grids, with refinement in the
near well regions, using the new meshing technique. The
resulting primal and dual-cell boundary and well-aligned
meshes thus obtained are shown in Fig. 21a, b, respectively.
The problem poses serious challenges to the numerical
schemes, which is mainly due to large anisotropic ratio and
local non-aligned orientation of the grid. Figure 37 shows
the numerical pressure fields obtained by employing TPFA,
and the CVD-MPFA schemes, both in cell-centred(top row)
and vertex-centred(bottom row) frameworks. The TPFA
schemes are inconsistent and cannot resolve the anisotropy
of the problem. Again all of the CVD-MPFA methods
violate M-matrix conditions for such cases with strong
full-tensors. However, the cell-centred TPS formulation is
found to have the maximum M-matrix violation and intro-
duces non-physical oscillations due to grid level decoupling,
c.f. Fig. 37a (middle), whereas the vertex-centred TPS(on
dual mesh) Fig. 37b (middle) and both cell and vertex-
centred FPS (Fig. 37a (right), b (right) respectively), yield
consistent solutions that are free of the corresponding spuri-
ous modes. We conclude that (i) the cell-vertex unstructured
grid TPS formulation does not suffer from decoupling (con-
sistent with [26]) that is inherent in the cell-centred TPS
formulation [25], (ii) by design the FPS formulations have
Fig. 37 Contour plot of
pressure field simulated by
employing CVD-MPFA flux
approximation schemes in cell
centered (top row) vs cell vertex
(bottom row) formulations for
test case-4. Degree of M-matrix
violation is also tabulated
(a) Cell-Centroid TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right); Figure 21a
displays control volumes.
(b) Cell-Vertex TPFA, TPS and FPS solution(left-right) with centroid
as dual-point (median dual); Figure 21b displays control volumes.
Assembled matrix statistics Cell-Centred Vertex-Centred
Bandwidth L∞ 16.000 9.000
x¯ 12.683 6.985
# of positive off- L∞ 10.000 3.000
diagonal per row x¯ 5.538 1.723
max. + off-diagonal L∞ 4.296 × 10
2 5.992 × 10− 1
relative to diagonal x¯ 3.599 × 10
0 1.093 × 10− 1
(c) Assembled matrix bandwidth and M-matrix violation of
cell-centred vs vertex-centred TPS
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improved quadrature approximations that do not induce de-
coupling on either grid type and yield well-resolved solutions.
Note on computational cost Green-Sibson’s algorithm
(described in Section 3.1) is employed to generate Delaunay
based meshes, and can be generated with CPU time propor-
tional to O(N log N) [30, 53] time (N represents number
of mesh points), which is primarily due to two factors:
– Locating-base/triangle-search: The containing ele-
ment(s) are located in an optimal CPU time propor-
tional to O(log N).
– Connection optimization: Number of diagonal swaps
performed depend on size and quality of the exist-
ing background mesh, and performed in CPU time
proportional to O(N).
The proposed grid generation methods involve two novel
components, i.e., halo construction and protection circles
(Section 4). Halo construction and protection-circles are
built around key geological features before field triangula-
tion starts. For field meshing advancing front point place-
ment is used, and field points are introduced during the first
level of insertion and filtered by protection circles (e.g.,
Section 4). Additional computational cost induced by halo
construction and protection circles depends on the num-
ber of geological features, but is relatively small compared
to the time incurred for complete grid generation. Grids
generated are employed to simulate pressure fields. When
compared to simulation time (dominated by solver), the
computational cost of grid generation is far less.
9 Conclusions
Geological features can be classified into two groups;
the first of which deals with domains involving fea-
tures including layers, fractures and/or faults, and the
second treats well-trajectories. In the former, control-
volume aligned grids also known as boundary aligned
grids(BAGs) are used, while in the latter, control-point
aligned grids are required, which we have called well
aligned grids(WAGs). The geological features are hon-
ored either with respect to primal-cells, or with respect
to dual(voronoi) cells constructed from an underlying
simplicial mesh. In terms of features honored, there
exists duality between boundary aligned(BAG) grids and
well aligned grids(WAG). To honor geological features in
primal and dual frameworks, we introduce the ideas of pro-
tection circles and quadrilateral halo construction respectively.
In order to generate the primal-cell BAG, curve(s) char-
acterizing geological features are embedded in discrete
form. To start with triangulation, we generate an empty
mesh and then by employing local refinement we honour
any missing connections, including interior boundaries. The
feature honored empty mesh, generally comprises of low
quality simplices, and in order to generate a well resolved
mesh comprising of quality simplices, the empty mesh is
refined by introducing new(field) points. In order to avoid
any swapping which may occur with Delaunay triangula-
tion and to preserve integrity of the features honoured in
the empty mesh, we introduce the idea of protection circles
(circum and/or diametric circles) around the feature based
simplices. In field mesh generation, integrity of features is
honored provided new points falling in the protection circles
are not accepted.
Dual-cell BAGs are derived from halo protected primal
meshes. Beginning with an empty mesh where features are
embedded in discretized form, before field mesh genera-
tion takes place, halos comprised of quadrilateral cells are
constructed such that honoured features can be retrieved as
medial lines of halo elements. The proposed triangulation
method has been successfully employed to generate bound-
ary and well aligned grids, which honour geological features
both in primal and dual settings.
The cell-centred and cell-vertex CVD-MPFA formula-
tions involve analogous steps in flux approximation, and
requires switching control-volumes from primal to dual or
vice versa together with appropriate data structures and
boundary conditions. The cell-centred formulation requires
primal cells(triangles and/or quadrilaterals) be boundary
aligned with the specified geological features, whereas the
vertex-centred formulation requires that the dual-grid, com-
prised of control-volumes surrounding grid vertices, be
boundary aligned with specified geological features, with
boundary alignment with respect to the control-volume
polygonal element faces. Generation of comparable bound-
ary aligned cell-centred and cell-vertex grids in terms of cell
resolution has enabled a comparative study of cell-centred
versus vertex-centred CVD-MPFA formulations on essen-
tially equivalent primal meshes. As a result, this work pro-
vides the first comparison of the two types of CVD-MPFA
approximations on comparable unstructured grids involv-
ing challenging geometries and challenging permeability
fields. The comparative performance of TPS is summarized
in Table 1 below.
Key observations on approximation schemes:
– TPFA results verify that the standard reservoir sim-
ulation flux approximation (with two-point pressure
difference) is inconsistent on non K-orthogonal grids.
– Cell-vertex simulation requires much less computa-
tional time compared to the cell-centred formulation.
This is because the cell-vertex formulation involves
approximately half the number of degrees of freedom
compared to the cell-centred formulation when using
the same primal unstructured grid in two-dimensions,
and is thus computationally more efficient.
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Table 1 Summary of comparative performance of cell-centred versus vertex-centred TPS schemes
Case Aniso. ratio Cell-Centred (nDOF = ncct = ncell) Vertex-Centred (nDOF = ncvt = nvert ) ncvtncct × 100
k1/k2 nvert /ncell Halo result nvert /ncell Halo result
Case-1 100:1 2567/4926 – No oscillations 2567/4926 – No oscillations 52%
Case-2 3000:1 2093/4024 – Decoupling 2140/4025 BAG No oscillations 53%
Case-3 3000:1 2294/4412 WAG Decoupling 2329/4416 BAG No oscillations 53%
Case-4 1000:1 1763/3343 WAG Decoupling 1851/3435 BAG No oscillations 55%
– Cell-vertex CVD-MPFA methods are compact and
result in considerable reduction in assembled matrix
bandwidth compared to cell-centred CVD-MPFA on
a given (primal) unstructured grid making a further
contribution to computational efficiency.
– The cell-centred TPS-based CVD-MPFA formulation
yields results with strong spurious oscillations due to
decoupling at the grid level, when applied to problems
involving strong full-tensor fields and non-linear solu-
tions. Some improvement is gained by using the SPD
variant of the scheme or using the circumcentre as the
approximation point, however the results still exhibit
significant spurious oscillations.
– Cell-vertex CVD-MPFA formulations (point-wise con-
tinuous TPS) are computationally more robust than
their cell-centred counter part formulations on unstruc-
tured grids and free from grid level decoupling, yielding
consistent well resolved solutions with approximately
half the number of degrees of freedom. While the cell-
centred TPS formulation is effective for full-tensor test
cases with weaker off-diagonal coefficients, pressure
fields with strong spurious oscillations are obtained for
some strong full-tensor test cases, even though the cell-
centred method uses twice the number of degrees of
freedom.
– Cell-vertex CVD-MPFA formulations employ more
flux computations per control volume, compared to
their cell-centred counter part formulations which may
also contribute to the observed improvement in resolution.
– Both cell-centred and cell-vertex CVD-MPFA full pres-
sure support (FPS) schemes are free from decoupling
and yield well resolved solutions in all cases tested.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature
2-D = Two Dimensional
3-D = Three Dimension
PEBI = PErpendicular BIsectional
BAG = Boundary Aligned Grid
DT = Delaunay Triangulation
CVD = Control Volume Distributed
TPFA = Two Point Flux Approximation
MPFA = MultiPoint Flux Approximation
K = Permeability tensor
φ = Field Pressure
Appendix B: Scope of open-source meshing tools
A number of meshing tools are distributed under GNU Gen-
eral Public License(GPL), e.g. Triangle [84], TetGen [83],
and Gmsh [82], which can be used to generate primal-cell
boundary aligned grids with limited control over mesh qual-
ity and constraints (features) being honoured. To the best of
our knowledge there is no open source mesh generation tool
which can be deployed in its current form to generate dual-
cell feature honoured grids that produce the grids generated
here.
For example in 2D using the open source tools for each
feature to be honoured in the dual settings, it would require
embedding two PSLGs enclosing the actual feature as its
medial line giving rise to a channel. Triangulation would
then be performed with a prescribed characteristic length to
ensure that no element forms inside the channel, and would
be accompanied by a boundary recovery procedure. Assum-
ing that one succeeds in generating such a channel protected
mesh, then if the feature to be honoured is a straight line, the
dual mesh derived from the triangulated channel protected
primal mesh would honour the actual feature approximately
with undulation joining centroids of the triangulated chan-
nel. Generating dual-cell feature protected mesh is an over
constrained problem for an open source tool. However, the
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meshing performed here is able to guarantee medial align-
ment and allow primal nodal path alignment crossing the
medial alignment.
Appendix C: Meshing algorithms
Procedure 1© ⇒ Incremental-Insertion
(Green-Sibsons)
To start with triangulation, construct
a bounding box enclosing
a given set of points.
Loop: Triangulate each point one at
a time
DO → point = 1,npoint
i) Find base i.e. element/elements
containing point at hand.
ii) Directly subdivide the base into
sub-elements without regard to
mesh quality.
iii) Optimize connections through local
reconstruction subject to Delaunay
criterion.
EndDO
End Procedure 1©
Procedure 2© ⇒ Feature Based PEBI-Grid
Generator
Construct an empty mesh by
triangulating a set of boundary
points, with geological features to be
honoured embedded in discrete form.
Loop 1: Boundary Recovery
DO ⇒ Operate on geological feature
(one-by-one)
Ensure that boundaries are recovered,
if not then do so by employing
local refinement method.
EndDO
Loop 2: Protection circle and/or
Halo construction
DO ⇒ Operate on geological feature
(one-by-one)
If (feature → Well-trajectory or to
be honoured
in dual setting) Then
Enclose feature by constructing a
halo
ElseIf=(feature → to be honoured in
primal mesh)Then
Mark feature edges as Delaunay
admissible & draw protection
circles around the feature edges.
EndIf
EndDO
Loop 3: Field Mesh Generation
DO ⇒ Operating iteratively during each
pass
i) Introduce candidate points for
active elements.
ii) After being filtered, insert each
point incrementally; points
falling inside the protection
circle/Halo are not accepted.
iii) To restore mesh to Delaunay
triangulation, optimize mesh
subject to incircle criterion.
EndDO
End Procedure 2©
Appendix D: Formulation of TPFA
and CVD-MPFA
D.1 Formulation of TPFA scheme
Despite several advances in flux approximation schemes,
the two point flux approximation (TPFA) is still regarded as
the standard reservoir simulation technique, and uses a two
point pressure difference in the flux approximation across
the face of a control volume [7]. Figure 38 displays two con-
trol volumes A and B, with 	ab being the interface between
them, φa and φb represent field pressures at their control
points, respectively. The reservoir simulation standard two
point flux approximation is given by:
F	ab = −kakb
(φa − φb)|	ab|
(kadb + kbda) (11)
where ka = n • Kan, kb = n • Kbn, with n being unit
normal to the interface 	ab; da and db represent the respec-
tive distances of control points in control volumes A and B
from the interface 	ab. The expression for the two point flux
is obtained by satisfying flux and pressure continuity on a
K-orthogonal grid e.g. [64]. While TPFA is locally conser-
vative and always has a discrete maximum principle, this
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Fig. 38 Formulation of TPFA scheme
standard approximation is only consistent if the grid is K-
orthogonal otherwise an O(1) error in flux is introduced by
the TPFA flux approximation, e.g. [19].
D.2 Formulation of CVD-MPFA schemes
The main advantage of CVD-MPFA schemes is that they
provide a consistent locally conservative flux-continuous
approximation of the pressure equation for any perme-
ability tensor and grid type, while only depending on a
single degree of freedom per control-volume. The continu-
ity conditions imposed around every cluster point [24] (e.g.
Figs. 40a and 41a), leads to an increased pressure support
with wider stencil compared to the standard TPFA scheme
as shown in Fig. 39a, b. However, all other methods that
rival CVD-MPFA in terms of consistency and flux continu-
ity depend on a much larger number of degrees of freedom
and consequently yield much larger matrices. For exam-
ple mixed finite element methods e.g. [4, 68] require three
times as many degrees of freedom in 2-D, that include the
standard cell-centred pressure in the approximation together
with edge values, which increases to a factor of four in
(a) Pressure support involved in formulating TPFA, TPS and
FPS(left-right) on a structured grid
(b) Pressure support involved in formulating TPFA, TPS and
FPS(left-right) on a mixed element unstructured grid
Fig. 39 Pressure support involved in formulating TPFA and CVD-
MPFA flux approximation schemes
3-D (on structured grids). The mixed hybrid finite ele-
ment method (MHFEM) [10] and mimetic methods [51]
only depend on control-volume face values and have an
SPD matrix. While reducing the degrees of freedom com-
pared to the original mixed methods, with the traditional
control-volume centred pressures now removed, MHFEM
still involves twice the degrees of freedom when compared
to the CVD-MPFA formulations in 2-D, while CVD-MPFA
depends entirely upon the traditional control-volume cen-
tred pressures. CVD-MPFA cell-vertex and cell centred
schemes basically divide into two types, namely triangular
pressure support(TPS) [19, 20, 23, 24] and full pressure sup-
port(FPS) [22, 25, 26, 28] schemes and are discussed further
below.
Next, we briefly describe the procedure to construct TPS
and FPS flux approximations across control-volume faces
in a cell-centred setting. The gradient ∇φ(e.g. Eq. 7), is
expressed in a (ξ, η) coordinate system (Figs. 40b and 41b)
as:
∇φ =
[
φx
φy
]
= J−1
[
φξ
φη
]
(12)
where J−1 is the inverse of Jacobian matrix J defined by:
J =
[
xξ yξ
xη yη
]
In cell-centred formulations primal cells, i.e., triangles
and/or quadrilaterals in 2-D act as control volumes. Each
control-volume is subdivided to sub-cells(sub-quad) equal
to the number of vertices of the underlying control-volume.
On each sub-cell or sub-quad, TPS has triangular pressure
support, and FPS has full (quadrilateral) pressure support.
Triangular pressure support (TPS) schemes
Triangular pressure support(TPS) schemes are point-wise
continuous both in normal pressure and normal flux, and
involve the use of triangle pressure support basis functions,
e.g., [23, 24] for further details.
Formulation TPS A piecewise linear (triangle) variation
of pressure is introduced inside each sub-quad, which leads
to the construction of triangle pressure support (TPS), as
indicated in Fig. 40a, yielding triangular basis functions
in the sub-cells. Referring to Fig. 40b local variation of
pressure and position vector over each pressure triangle is:
φ = (1 − ξ − η)φ1 + ξφa + ηφb (13)
The resulting ξ and η partial derivative approximations
are given by:
φξ = φa − φ1; φη = φb − φ1
with analogous approximations for position vector. The dis-
crete Darcy velocity −K∇φ is then resolved along the
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Fig. 40 Nomenclature of TPS
schemes and isoparametric
mapping of a pressure triangle
(a) Cluster around a point p1 and
subdivision of control volume
into sub-cell quads, TPS triangles
are highlighted.
(b) Iso parameteric mapping of
pressure triangle
normal to each primal cell half-edge (each adjoining pair
of half-edges form part of a sub-cell quad), leading to
approximate normal fluxes.
Flux computation and notion of general tensor in TPS
scheme In the cell-centred formulation, flux approxima-
tion is performed across the half edges of the trian-
gles/quadrilaterals cells (control volumes), e.g., referring to
Fig. 40a p1m1 and p1m3 form a pair of half-edges. The
computation of flux is defined by resolving −K∇φ along
the normal (with magnitude equal to half edge length) to
these half edges. Let ni be the normal to a representative ith
half edge of a sub-cell quad, Darcy velocity is given by:
− K∇φ = −
[
k11 k12
k21 k22
]
1
|J |
[
yη −yξ
−xη xξ
] [
φξ
φη
]
Fig. 41 Nomenclature of FPS
schemes and isoparametric
mapping of a pressure quad
(a) Cluster of a point p and
subdivision of each control
volume to sub-cell quads, also
shown is sub-sub-cell quad(blue).
(b) Iso parameteric mapping of a
sub-cell-quads and
Sub-Sub-Cell-quads, local edge
numbers are encircled.
Edge Sub-Cell Sub-Sub-Cell
1 1 q1 0 1 c p1 1 c
2 1 1 q2 1 1 c p2
3 1 q1 1 1 c p1 1
4 0 1 q2 1 c 1 c p2
(c) Quadrature parametrization in FPS scheme
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and the flux that results from resolving the Darcy velocity
along the normal vector ni is expressed as
− K∇φ • ni = −
[
Ti1φξ + Ti2φη
] ∀i = 1, 2 (14)
where i is the local index of half-edge across which −K∇φ
has been resolved and Tij corresponds to general tensor
component. Since each sub-quad shares two half edges of
underlying control volume (p1m1 and p1m3 Fig. 40a), the
local indices of these half edges varies i = 1, 2, defining
the respective fluxes over two half edges of each sub-quad
with n1 and n2 being normal to these edges. Note that in d
dimensions T is a d×d tensor, a symmetric scheme is given
in [24].
Construction of local system TPS is point-wise continu-
ous in pressure and normal flux. In order to ensure local
flux continuity continuous auxiliary interface pressures are
introduced on the interfaces which are then eliminated by
enforcing flux continuity, locally around each vertex of a
control-volume. The TPS flux is defined at the pressure con-
tinuity point which is selected anywhere between the cluster
point and associated edge mid-point and is parametrized by
quadrature q, e.g., see Fig. 40a.
Figure 40c illustrates a three-cell cluster around point p,
for each sub-quad edge associated with the cluster point p
there are two normal fluxes, one either side. From Eq. 14,
each such flux involves three pressures, i.e., one cell-centred
pressure and two edge pressures(auxiliary interface pres-
sures). Flux continuity through the half edges of each cluster
leads to a local system, expressed as:
F = [AL]3×3 φν +[BL]3×3 φf = [AR]3×3 φν +[BR]3×3 φf
(15)
where φν = [φ1, φ2, φ3]t and φf = [φa, φb, φc]t represent
cell-centre and interface pressures respectively. Solving the
above system for interface pressures yields:
φf = [B]−13×3 [A]3×3 φν (16)
where B = [BL − BR]−1 and A = [AR − AL]. Back sub-
stitution to R.H.S. of Eq. 15 yields an expression for fluxes
through the half edges which are now expressed in terms of
cell-centre pressures:
F =
(
[AR]3×3 + [BR]3×3 [B]−13×3 [A]3×3
)
φν (17)
where flux vector F = [Fpa, Fpb, Fpc]t , e.g. Fig. 40c.
Quadrature parametrization and family of TPS schemes
Referring to Fig. 40a φ1 is the pressure at cell-centre (con-
trol point), whereas φa and φb are the interface pressures
with default position at the edge mid points, however, their
position can be parametrized anywhere between cell-vertex
p1 and edge mid point m3 and m1 with parameters q1
and q2 respectively. This parametrization naturally leads to
families of TPS schemes [23, 28]. Here we choose a sym-
metric variation of quadrature i.e. q1 = q2 = q where
0 < q ≤ 1, with q = 1 corresponds to edge mid point and
q = 0 to the excluded cell vertex. Note q = 2/3 corre-
sponds to a symmetric positive definite approximation [24].
Figure 40a displays pressure triangles constructed with dif-
ferent q, note that q = 0 degenerates the pressure triangle
to a line segment and is avoided.
Full pressure support (FPS) schemes
When applied to problems involving strongly anisotropic
full-tensor fields non-aligned with the local grid, together
with source/sink boundary conditions (which result in non-
linear solutions), TPS schemes can violate the discrete max-
imum principle(DMP) and introduce spurious oscillations
in such cases due to decoupling, e.g., [22, 25]. Full pres-
sure support(FPS) CVD-MPFA schemes involve imposing
full pressure continuity over each face of a control-volume
together with continuity of normal flux across each face
[25]. In addition to continuous interface pressures, FPS
involves introduction of an auxiliary pressure at each clus-
ter point (Fig. 41a), which enables full control-volume face
pressure continuity to be imposed. The additional auxiliary
pressure support of the FPS formulation leads to a wider and
more stable range of quadrature compared to earlier TPS in
the presence of high anisotropy ratios enabling the decou-
pling suffered by TPS to be avoided [28]. The auxiliary
pressures are then eliminated by employing flux continu-
ity conditions in conjunction with a divergence condition
derived from Eq. 7 over a shrinking volume surrounding the
cluster point. An alternative type of method to CVD-MPFA
schemes which is designed to prevent spurious oscillations
is presented in, e.g., [49, 50]; however, these methods are
non-linear and involve iteration. In contrast, the FPS formu-
lation is linear and leads to a quasi-M-Matrix [22, 28], and
has been shown to be far more robust than the earlier linear
TPS methods [22, 25, 28] and does not require iteration.
The FPS formulation employs a bilinear variation of pres-
sure over each quadrilateral sub-cell belonging to a cluster,
parametrized by (ξ, η). The nomenclature, pressure support
and isoparametric mapping involved in formulating FPS are
shown in Fig. 41. with a sub-cell quad displayed in Fig. 41b,
pressure and position vector have a bilinear variation.
φ = (1−ξ)(1−η)φ1+ξ(1−η)φa+ξηφp+(1−ξ)ηφb (18)
The position vector has an analogous approximation. The
local ξ and η derivative approximations are given by:
φξ =(1−η)(φa−φ1) + η(φp − φb) = (1 − η)φa1 + ηφpb
φη =(1−ξ)(φb − φ1) + ξ(φp − φa) = (1 − ξ)φb1 + ξφpa
(19)
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Fig. 42 Local CVD-MPFA
system construction illustrated
for TPS and FPS, using an
example cluster comprised of
three elements, around point p
(a) Construction of local system
around a cluster point p for TPS.
(b) Construction of local system
around a cluster point p for FPS.
Pressure gradient ∇φ, is expressed in terms of (ξ, η) in
Eq. 12. Figure 41b shows quadrature parametrization used
in FPS scheme. Here, we employ a symmetric quadrature
i.e. q1 = q2 = q ∈]0, 1] and p1 = p2 = p ∈]0, 1] to define
the respective sub-cell and sub-sub-cell quadrature points,
where c ∈]0, 1] relates to the size of a sub-sub-cell belong-
ing to the auxiliary cluster vertex control-volume for the
auxiliary divergence condition. The quadrature parametriza-
tion listed in Fig. 41c assumes that q1 = q2 = 1 corresponds
to the cell-edge mid-points and q1 = q2 = 0 to the clus-
ter point (when the scheme is cell centred the cluster point
is cell-vertex, and vice-versa), q = 0 degenerates continu-
ity points to cluster points and is excluded (note anisotropic
quadrature is considered in [28]). The quadrature for the
edges of sub-sub-cells(used to enforce the divergence free
condition) may differ from that of the sub-cell, i.e., in
general q = p. Note unlike TPS, FPS has
– An additional interface pressure introduced at each
cluster point.
– Additional divergence free condition to eliminate addi-
tional auxiliary pressure introduced at the cluster point.
– Interface pressures are attached to edge mid-points and
the respective cluster point, while flux quadrature points
define families of schemes [22, 25, 28].
FPS fluxes are computed by resolving −K∇φ along the
local control-volume face outward normal, analogous to
TPS, but now using a bilinear sub-cell approximation. The
fluxes computed by resolving −K∇φ along the normal to
the half edges are used to enforce flux continuity. The fluxes
calculated across the faces of the sub-sub-cell are used to
construct the auxiliary divergence free condition.
Constructing the local FPS system The local FPS system
for a cluster involving three interface continuity conditions
and a zero divergence condition for the cluster point is
illustrated in Fig. 42b and is written as:
F = [AL]4×3 φν +[BL]4×4 φf = [AR]4×3 φν +[BR]4×4 φf
(20)
where φν = [φ1, φ2, φ3]t is the vector of primary cell-
centred pressures in the illustrated cluster, and φf =
[φa, φb, φc, φp]t is the vector of interface pressures includ-
ing the auxiliary pressure at the cell-vertex. From the above
system, the interface pressures are expressed in terms of the
primary pressure variables as:
φf = [B]−14×4 [A]4×3 φν (21)
where B = [BL −BR]−1 and A = [AR −AL]. Back substi-
tution into Eq. 20 and after discarding the last row defining
the divergence free condition, the expression for fluxes
through the half edges is expressed in terms of cell-centre
pressures viz:
F =
(
[AR]3×3 + [BR]3×4 [B]−14×4 [A]4×3
)
φν (22)
where flux vector F = [Fpa, Fpb, Fpc]t , e.g. Fig. 42b.
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